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EDITORIAL COMMENT
A WORLD OF WARS

   Major (Retired)
David Haas, CD, rmc

    Around the time I graduated from high school in 1962
I encountered a statement in a peace publication that the
 French Foreign Legion^ founded in 1831, had never
known two consecutive years of peace. I have no idea
whether the statement was actually true then, though it
seemed possible. By my observation, it has certainly held
mostly if not entirely true in the four decades which fol-
lowed; and indeed I have seen the statement occasionally
repeated in that period.

    By my reckoning, the situation regarding peace has in
fact worsened. Call me an incurable optimist (and Pve
been called a lot worse) but around the time I was gaining
my commission I operated under the comforting belief
that if only we could somehow get past the great power
confrontation which was dubbed the u Cold War^, it
could be a wonderful world. Instead, when the Soviet em-
pire crashed in the latter days of the twentieth century, we
entered an era of increased instability, with escalating re-
sort to arms to resolve differences* More than a few of
these conflicts have been ethnically based, some have been
marked by barbaric resort to genocidal practices, and ter-
rorism is now again a player on the world stage. We
would, I suppose, do well to remember that the 49th Bat-
talion was raised for a conflict which originated in an eth-
nically based act of terrorism*

      This issue of The Fortyniner is the first in which the
cover has incorporated a work of art not expressly de-
signed as a cover format. Had either of the two men de-
picted in Catherine Joneses painting been told when the
Serb assassins were shooting the Austrian Archduke Ferdi-
nand and his wife in Sarajevo in 1914 that in consequence
they would die three years later and nearly a thousand
miles away on shell blasted landscape, they might well have
questioned the sanity of whomever was talking to them.
But such came to pass - wars get out of control and out-
strip their original causes,

    Something of the sort has been happening in recent
years. On September 11, 2001 - now nearly eight years ago
- hate filled fanatics organized a series of aircraft hijackings
and suicide strikes against the American populace. The
perpetrators were quickly tracked to Afghanistan, whose
Taliban government refused to surrender them* An
American controlled coalition, including Afghan factions
opposed to Taliban rule, swiftly conquered the country^
Foreign conquest is no new thing in Afghanistan, but the
historical pattern is that life quickly becomes miserable for
the occupiers. This time it took until late 2005 before co-
herent, systematic opposition developed, and it continues.

    It was two after that occupation that America again
rolled the steel dice to resolve international differences. In
2003 its forces invaded Iraq, with the justification that the
country had weapons of mass destruction, and was at the
forefront of an international terrorism campaign, Saddam
Hussein^s regime was swept away, and he died on the gal-
lows, but America remains bogged down in Iraq to the
point where continuation of the effort there remains a
running issue in American politics.

    At the moment there is plenty of armed violence in
the world, and the odds look as though Canada and other
countries will continue to need soldiers in the years to
come, Vive la Legion.

    On a personal note - this is my last Fortyniner. I took
over in April 1998, so I have been at it eleven and a half
years. I have been pleased that I accomplished a substantial
revision of the magazine, turning it into a slick product
with a lot of photographs and much use of colour. I have
been less pleased that I did not manage to get issues out on
time or often enough. Despite this shortcoming, looking
back I am proud of what I did achieve,

    In any event, over a decade is a long time on the job. It
has always been my belief that turnover is good for an in-
stitution, so I depart in accordance with that precept,
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ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT
INAUGURAL MESSAGE

  Sergeant
Brendan Yuill

        I am sure that by now most of the readers of this
magazine are aware that I am the new president of the
49th Battalion f The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Associa-
tion. Previously, I served for the last few years as a board
member for the association but long time readers of The
Fortyniner will remember me as the cover model who re-
moved a door from a Griffin helicopter. Rest assured that
incident has not jeopardized any inter-service relation-
ships.

      Before I get onto the main part of the presidents
message for this issue of The Fortyniner^ there are a few
people I would like to single out for some fine work? past
association president Bruce Zawalsky for seven years of
outstanding service, the rest of the executive for their con-
tinuing outstanding work both before and during the tran-
sition, and finally the members of our association who sat
on the Commanding Officers centennial committee in
2008. The centennial was an unqualified success,

       I am very glad to take the reins of such a dynamic
and healthy organization, I have been privileged to be in-
volved with the executive over the last few years, and am
glad to see the realization of one of my initial goals for be-
coming involved in the first place in that the current gen-
 eration of soldiers are getting to know our old guard of
 Second World War veterans. Not too long after becoming
 president, I witnessed a serving member with Afghanistan
 experience and a Second World War veteran sharing eerily
 similar experiences with roadside bombs. More recently,
 one of our meetings of the association executive was able
 to adjourn upstairs to the Jefferson Armory Junior Ranks
 Mess for a going away party for the Loyal Eddies who, as I
 write this article, are deploying to Afghanistan, It was in-
 spiring to see the interaction of several generations of
 Loyal Eddies, from the Second World War veterans on-
 ward through the Cold War, peacekeeping through the
 late 1970's to pre-9/11 and now to Afghanistan, I have no

doubt this will continue.
      I cannot help feeling somewhat reflective. In many

ways, the future of the reserve force and our reginieiit in
particular is very bright. Due to manning shormlls across
the Canadian Forces and the current operational, tempo,
there is a significant need for reservists. As I write this mes-
sage, a large portion of our serving association iiiieiiaber-
ship has been involved in Afghanistan where tiley serve m
a variety of roles from riflemen and drivers to more sTpe-
cialized roles such as liaison with local Afghan i]iiiili-Eaur-@,, po-
lice, and civilians. Access to advance courses, prwicMisly
very difficult to get, has opened up oppo.rtuunitees; that
would have been unheard of a few years ago.

       This is a lot different from what was going on ten
years ago. Due to budgetary reasons and lack of vision a
program known as Land Force Reserve Iles.ttmirtiiriiig
(LFRR) - cleverly dubbed Operation Emasculate Ariiiv by
someone who would prefer to remain nameless., was iiitro-
duced. Anyone working in the corporate world -wtno has
ever been through a round of layoffs would liave recog-
 nized the LFRR^s edicts for what they were, and it lljecanie
 painfully obvious to anyone participating in Ae evAnrio'si
 exercises at the time that our regiment was on Ae dtiop-
 ping block. Thankfully over time better minds prevailed
 and by the year 2000 we seemed to be deemed "viaJble" -
 and not a moment too soon it would seem.. As. prwioiisly
 stated, operational tempo and world events tend to miti-
 gate careerism and bureaucratic short-sightedness..

       I was dismayed to read in a national newspaper Aat
 due to some apparent recruiting shortfalls and Ae latest
 ^tactical grouping^ initiative, my grandfathers re-giTiient,
 The Queen ^ Own Cameron Highlanders of
 might be disbanded. There are other factors     do' not
 apply to our regiment, highest on the list being tliat we do
 not share an armoury with another infantry regMieiit, but
 we should not grow complacent either. Recent      re-
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leases and other buzz that serving members continue to
draw from attending briefings and conferences regarding
plans for the reserve force after the 2011 withdrawal from
combat operations in Afghanistan can't help but leave
anyone who has experienced regimental esprit de corps or
understands history with a sense of foreboding. Talk has
returned of amalgamations or the outright disbandment
of regiments and other misguided initiatives that seem to
combine an obsession with quick-fix fiscal concerns and
sheer bloody-mindedness. Rest assured that our regiment
and the rest of the country could be affected by debilitat-
ing cuts to our defence capability and alterations to the
very character of the Canadian military not seen since the
end of the First World War.

      I guess what I am getting at is the main focus of any
regimental association should be to ensure the survival of
its regiment. I hope that the membership can continue to
help out in a few key areas. Do not be afraid to write let-
ters to the editor or your Members of Parliament on is-

sues affecting our regiment. Also, there are periodic vol-
unteer opportunities at casinos where we get a big chunk
of our funding. Finally, if you know of an outstanding
person of high school age or older, the unit has lots of
jobs for them. Current and ex-Eddies are the best sales-
men in this regard. Our regiment is only going to last as
long as recruits continue to come in.

      I would like to close with one more topic on the
"transition" side of things. Due to expansion of develop-
ment in the City of Edmonton, Camp Harris is being
sold. A committee, of which I currently occupy the posi-
tion of vice president, has being struck consisting of all
facets of the regimental family including the association. I
am sure it will be a huge windfall and I would like to be
able to sit on the committee with clear direction from our
membership. On that note, I hope that this issue of The
Fortyniner finds everyone well and I hope that our sol-
diers overseas are kept in your thoughts and prayers over
the coming months.

Association President (and Balkans veteran) Brendan Yuill chatting on Remembrance Day 2007
     with Afghanistan veteran Jordan MacAuley and World War II veteran Jack Birmingham
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Time inevitably takes its toll of veteran based
organisations. The following letter advises of
the dissolution of the B.C. Branch of the
Association after operating for 32 years.

Our thanks go out to the men and women,
past and present, who kept the spirit of The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment bright in their
hearts for so long!

B.C. BRANCH DISSOLVED

                 49th Battalion
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association

                  B.C. Branch

October 15,2008

#104,945 McClure Street
Victoria, British Columbia

VgYSES

Dear Fortyniner,

I am writing to advise regular and lady members that it is time to de-activate the B.C.
Branch of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association. We have held annual meetings and
social events since Col Jim Stone rejuvenated the Branch in 1976. However because of the
age of our members and lessening mobility, (here are insufficient ambulatory regular
members to cany on oar activities. Since April 04,2008 with the death of President Doug

Rogers, we have lost three additional Executive committee ttiemlbers; Robert Lodge, July 21,
2008; Alon Johnson, August 21,2008; and Keith MacGregor, October 1.2, 2008.

I have consulted with Vice-President Jack Haley and we are agreed that we should
operations effective with receipt of this letter.

The records of the Branch will be couriered to the Regimental Museum Archives and,
final expenses, the Branch Association's     account balance at the HSBC will be
transferred to the Regimental Museum Development Fund in Edmonton.

Members who wish to continue their association with the Regimental Association should
transfer their membership to the Edmontoa Branch c/o PO Bos 501, Edmonton, Alberta,
T5J 2K1. Members wishing to contribute to the Regimental Museum are encowaged to

     their donations direct to the Museum in Edmonton c/o the same PO Box address.

Fraternally and with regret on behalf of we two remaining members of the Executive

Committee, I am

Yours sincerely,

  /-"^.6.^--4' /U^t-i^t^
         /

Doug Bunas
Secretary-Treasurer

                                          6
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THE PIPE BAND
PROGRESS IN THE ART

  by Pipe Major Mark Denney, CD

Playing on the pier at Jura, an island just north-east of the Isle of
    Islay, facing into a good salt breeze coming off the water,

            on the band's trip to Scotland in May 2007.   i@@@@

taggart, the pipe band was able to experience true Scot-
tish hospitality. We realized every Canadian pipe
band's dream by spending six days on Scotland's Isle of
Islay in late May 2007, performing at various events in
Feis lie, the island's annual Festival of Malt & Music.
Islay is a beautiful place steeped in history and lore.
The people we met were warm and welcoming and it
was an amazing experience to be a part of this island's
annual whisky festivities.

    In August 2007 the pipe band competed at the
Fort Edmonton Highland Games. The weather was
hot, the beer was cold, and much to our surprise the

     The 49th Battalion Pipes &
Drums has been busy and successful
over the past year or so. Playing engage-
ments included several mess dinners,
Royal  Canadian  Legion  functions,
whisky tastings, the Regimental Associa-
tion dinner, churches, private functions,
and competitions. Four highlights over
this period were a playing trip to Scot-
land in May 2007, winning a prize at a
band competition in August 2007, the
honour of playing Bonnie Dundee to
march out the Regimental Colours at
the Centennial Anniversary Dinner in
April 2008, and finally playing in the
Canada Day parade at Tofield on this
past July 1st.

      Thanks to a generous invitation
 from Honorary Colonel Sandy Mac-

Pipe Major Lance McFadzen and Pipe Sergeant
 Mark Denney alongside an old cannon at Port

          Askaig on the Isle of Islay.
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49th Battalion Pipes & Drums won
second place in the Grade V compe-
tition, along with a cash prize.
Thank you to all the members who
came out and withstood the heat in
those wool-blend tunics and heavy
kilts.

   Purchase of a limited number
of full dress uniforms began in the
late fall of 2007 and continued
through this past winter of 2008.
By April, the band had acquired
enough full dress uniforms to com-
pletely outfit eight pipers and
drummers in black doublets and
full plaids!   The new uniforms
made their debut at the Regiment's
Centennial Anniversary Dinner on
5 April and were well received by
the Eddies in attendance. The pipe
band played the Regimental set of
pipe music then led out the Colours
to the tune of our regimental
march Bonnie Dundee. It was an
awesome sight to behold!

    Early 2008 was marked by a
"sea change" in the band. Founding
father Lance McFadzen chose to re-
tire, and Mark Denney moved up
from Pipe Sergeant to take over.

    The band returned to the
streets on 1 July 2008, forming part
of the Canada Day Parade in To-
field. This was brought about by a
phone call checking out opportuni-
ties to play, and the Tofield Branch
of the Royal Canadian Legion re-
sponded that it would be delighted
to have us participate in the cere-
mony. We were delighted to retire

Above: At Fort Edmonton Park, 21 July 2007, Mark Lobkowicz and Mark
Denney getting some "relaxed dress" practice on a hot day.

Below: The full band just before marching on to compete.
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after the parade to the Tofield Legion Hall, and
partake of some very welcome coolants.

    The year 2009 brings fresh challenges, as the
pipe band has now used up the grant monies
from Alberta Gaming under which we have been
able to outfit the players and purchase necessary
equipment. In future we will be busy playing at as
many functions as possible to continue to meet
our financial needs.

    If you wish to donate money or rent the pipe
band for a private function, please contact Ser-
geant Mark Denney by telephone at 906-1608.

 Above: Attired for the first time in their new Full
Dress uniforms, the band plays for the Regiment's

  Centennial Anniversary Dinner on 5 April 2008.
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PIPE MAJOR DEPARTS
    THE FOUNDER LEAVES THE BAND

     Some men are sailors but most are just dreamers
     Holdfast by the anchors they forge in their minds

Who in their hearts know they'll never sail over deep water
   To search/or a treasure they're afraid they won't find

                    Safe In The Harbour
                       By Eric Bogle

                  In Tribute to Stan Rogers

    Lance McFadzen was no mere dreamer - instead of a mental anchor he forged a Highland pipe and drum
band for the regiment in the tradition of those raised in 1915 for the First World War by the Fortyainth Bat"

talion, and in 1920 for the peacetime Militia by The Edmonton Regiment.
                                                      The task was never easy. Starting a pipe band is a difficult

  Pipe Major Lance McFadzen, CD, in the new         Lance did truly "sail over deep water". He can look back
    full dress uniform adopted by the band      ^ pride at what he has accomplished, and rightly regard it as a

         shortly before his departure               111-    @   j    i     @    ... i
                                                 mark he has imprinted on the regimental scene.

Pipe Major Lance McFadzen, CD, in the new
  full dress uniform adopted by the band

       shortly before his departure
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REGIMENTAL ROADRUNNER'

10 MILES THROUGH HILLY ST, ALBERT
           BY SHANE NEDOHIN

      Standing in the cool, early morning air of 19 April 2009 outside the Grandin Mall in St. Albert, the team of Ed-

dies waits in anticipation of the race ahead of them. The annual event put on by the St. Albert Road Runners and Tri-

athlon Club - the "St. Albert 10 Miler" (which is exactly as the name describes it, except with more hills) is about to be-

gin.

      When the starter pistol fires, the six hundred and fifty person crowd is off like a herd of turtles, and it takes me (I

am about half way back) a minute or so to even reach to starting line. Luckily however, the race has measures in place to

compensate for such a large crowd taking off all at once. The race is chipped, which means that every runner wears a lit-

tle disposable timing device or "chip" on the laces of his shoes. This allows a computer to keep track of the exact time in

which an individual runner crosses the start and finish line, thus eliminating the time delay between the starting pistol

and the time it takes for the last person to cross the start line.

      The race is very competitive, and has many people of all ages, from children right up to people in their seventies

(some of whom did very wells under an liour and a lialf!) preparing for montlis in advance. Once on the road, the run-

ners are well taken care of. With water stations every few miles, RCMP traffic controllers, well-marked routes, and

plenty of people cheering along the sidelines, it is evident that a lot of administrative work went into this race. Although

in my opinion, the organizers liave a very twisted sense of humour. I'm not sure which was more demoralizing, the sign

      Overall, the race was excellent and    ,.,  .       .     ,   -.@ -
 ,           ,    ,.  , . , ,.    ,         The team enjoy a free Dilly Bar at race end courtesy of the Dairy

the post-race free food, including donuts,    Q^ ,_eft to right: Travis Robinson, Jeff Harder, Shane Nedohin,

iTiuffms, cookies, and Dairy Queen "Dilly    Jordan McAuley, Justin Lohrentz, Matt Iverson, Ryan Shudra,

bars", was definitely an added bonus. We    Pierre Blais, James Pantel, John Savage, and - moving on his

all went home witli a sense of accomplish-
ment that was soon to be replaced by sore
muscles.

The team enjoy a free Dilly Bar at race end courtesy of the Dairy
Queen. Left to right: Travis Robinson, Jeff Harder, Shane Nedohin,
Jordan McAuley, Justin Lohrentz, Matt Iverson, Ryan Shudra,
Pierre Blais, James Pantel, John Savage, and - moving on his
dad's Dilly Bar - Noah Savage.

                           Photo by Jon McCully, who also ran the race
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REGIMENTAL CENTENARIAN
BORN AHEAD OF REGIMENT

    Ralph Craven is not the first member of the Regiment to reach the age of one hundred years, and there-
fore not the first to couple that achievement with having been in the Second World War - David Petrie and
Shierlaw Burry share that honour. But it happens that Ralph was born in 1908, thus coupling his becoming a
Centenarian with the Regiment's Centennial! In fact, Ralph is older than the Regiment by a couple of
months!

    Ralph served in The Loyal Edmonton Regiment through the war, beginning as a private, and finishing the
war as a Warrant Officer Class II.

    A small group of the Regimental Family from Edmonton traveled down to Calgary to help Ralph celebrate
his birthday with family and friends. Wartime comrades Bill Teleske and Maurice White were accompanied by
post-war militia members Lieutenant-Colonel Tom Reaume, Captain Jack Bowen, and Captain Kieth Mun-
dorf. All felt honoured to have this opportunity to spend some time with Ralph and present him with a few
gifts bearing the Regimental badge to mark the occasion.

     Vice-President
      Tom Reaume

    presents Ralph
  Craven with a gift

    on behalf of the
        Regimental

     Association to
mark his hundredth

     birthday, while
 Ralph's daughters
 Diane Craven (left)
  and Shirley Ekvall

     (right) look on
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    Ralph had a smile from ear to ear starting the moment he saw his

old comrades from the war years enter his room. The visit passed hap-

pily with old stories being trotted out and told. Readers of The Fortyn-

inermsy recall one story which he committed to writing in Issue 101,

January 1999. This was a chilling account of a bullet shattering the
butt of Ralph's rifle as he moved forward through a Sicilian town.

Ralph was carrying his rifle across his stomach at the time - it took a

bullet meant for him!

 Left:  Ralph prepares to extinguish the candles on his hundredth
        birthday cake

 Below: Three gentlemen from Ortona - left to right,Maurice White,
        Ralph Craven, and Bill Teleske - veterans with much to talk
        about recalling more hazardous times when they were front line
        infantry going through Italy in the Second World War

13
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Regimental veteran Bill Teleske weaves an
interesting account of some of his Second World
War activities around the question of what
happened to band instruments left behind in
Scotland when the unit was pulling out for Sicily.

WHERE ARE THE BAND INSTRUMENTS?
LAST SEEN IN SCOTLAND 66 YEARS AGO!

              BY BILL TELESKE

Author Bill Teleske as a young
soldier in Britain during the
Second World War

      My duties were to detail

the fatigue men working in
the mess, do the purchasing

of extra food and booze that

the army didn't supply, and

to look after the bar. When

the meals were over I found I
had lots of spare time with

nothing to do, so I decided to

put that time to good use.

      I went into town to a
second hand store and bought

an electric iron and a sad iron

with a portable sewing ma-
chine which was old as the

      A while back there was a story in the Western Sentinel about a drum
that was retimed to the P.P.C.L.I. after almost 86 years. It made me wonder
what has happened to the instruments of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
band after 66 years.

      Since I was never a bandsman, I'll have to go back a bit earlier in time
to explain how I came to have some involvement. A few months after D
Company returned from the Spitzbergen expedition in 1941 the regiment
moved from Oxted to take positions on the south coast of England. I was in
D Company at the time when the Orderly Corporal came around and asked
if any of us had any catering experience. I said that I had worked in a restau-
rant and did everything from washing post and pans, and peeling potatoes,
to waiting on tables - so I knew how to set a table but I didn't cook. 1 was told
the regiment was setting up a Sergeants' Mess and needed a steward. Four of
us applied; I was the one who got the job.

14
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 hills but worked well, and I was in business. I wasn't a tailor but I like sewing and it wasn't much of a job to

 shorten a pair of trousers or take in a waist. Army clothes weren't very fancy and were easy to alter - although

 it was against the regulations! Word got out that I was doing this and soon I was busier than I wanted to be. I
 also found a way to make the army tunics look much neater by taking out that blouse effect. It wasn't legal but

 even some of the officers had it done.

       I was mess steward until the regiment moved to Hamilton in Scotland just prior to going to Sicily. When

 we got to Hamilton the mess was disbanded and the Senior N.C.O.s had to eat with their respective compa-
 nies. All the army issue equipment such as pots sand pans went to the rifle companies but I was left with all
 the dishes, cups and saucers, utensils, tea pots, salt and pepper shakers - even the table cloths. I was billeted in

 a fire hall next to a fire station in Hamilton. I gave the firemen what groceries were left, such as H.P. sauce

 and other goodies, which they sure appreciated as much of it was rationed. I asked the Quartermaster Captain

what I was supposed to do with all this stuff; he said he didn't know and was too busy to worry about it now

 but would tend to it later.

      Then the unit flnloaded all the band's musical instruments on me as the band members went to differ-

 ent companies as stretcher bearers. There must have been 10 to 12 different instruments, but not being a mu-

sician I couldn't name them. I asked the man in charge of the fire hall, I think he was a captain, if he could
allot me some space in a safe place so that I could store this equipment until such time as I could find out

what to do with it. There was a small room at the back of the hall and he allowed me to put everything in

longing to The Loyal Ed- The regimental band practising in England in 1942, with local children listening.

monton Regiment.                                                   Photograph supplied by Bill Teleske
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Dearborn Historical Museum, and Chief

Curator Ki'rt Gross, for Furnishing

information and photographs relating to

the flag of the U.S. Civil War 1st

Michigan Cavalry' regiment.
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RESPECTING THE COLOURS

           A moth-eaten rag on a worm-eaten pole,

          It does not look likely to stir a man's soul,

   'TIS the deeds that were done 'neath the moth-eaten rag,

      When the pole was a staff, and the rag was a flag.

    Lieutenant-General Sir Edward Bruce Hamley, KCMG, KCB
upon seeing some old Colours of the 43rd Monmouth Light Infantry

                      in Monmouth Church

                          by David Haas

On 1 July 1941 by King George VI presented new colours to The Edmonton
Regiment. Following the ceremony the Colour Party posed for a formal
photograph. These colours remained in use until 1967, when they were lodged
in the Alberta Legislature building after being replaced by a new set of colours.

    It is not the custom to
discard old military colours
when they are taken out of
use. One is not apt to find
them propped up in a corner
at  some  militaria  store.
Rather, they are lodged in
places like churches, muse-
ums, legislatures, and other
appropriate venues.

    The  Loyal Edmonton
Regiment colours shown in
this article are the second col-
ours used by the Regiment.
The first set were the original
colours of the 49th Battalion,
presented to the unit in 1915
before it went overseas, taken
to Britain then lodged in a
cathedral while the unit was
at the front, then brought
back to Canada after the war.
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front entrance into the rotunda, over visitors

quoted at the start of this article. I first read                  Bss @       "
these evocative lines in 1956, in a Quonset Persons entering or leaving through the main entrance of the
Hut in back of the Prince of Wales Armour- Legislature building pass under the colours presented to The

     ^11    ,    ,     ,i   nn^TT i/   Edmonton Regiment on 1 July 1941 by King George VI. They
ies. The hut then housed the PPCLI Mu- remained in use until 1967, when they were replaced by the

seum, part of the Regimental Depot, and the colours still in service with the Regiment.

lines were on a card beneath the original First

World War colour sewn and presented by Princess Patricia herself to the new regiment which bore her name.

Today that colour is still housed in the PPCLI Museum, now a part of The Military Museums in Calgary.

    The respectful treatment accorded old colours after they are retired from use is a continuation of the rever-

ance they are accorded during their service. Colours derive from the battle standards used as unit rallying

points in the old wars of close in fighting, and are regarded as the embodiment of the people who have served

and are still serving. The respect due to colours has to be learned by new members of the military. In my days

as a young officer cadet at Canadian Services College Royal Roads near Victoria, the naval Flag Officer Pacific

Persons entering or leaving through the main entrance of the
Legislature building pass under the colours presented to The
Edmonton Regiment on 1 July 1941 by King George VI. They
remained in use until 1967, when they were replaced by the
colours still in service with the Regiment.
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Coast administered a lesson in the proper attitude towards colours. In those days the
Victoria area also hosted a naval establishment for Fleet Air Arm officer training,
HMCS Venture. Naturally there was a good deal of rivalry between the two cadet es-
tablishments, no less intense for the fact that not a few Venture cadets transferred
into Roads after their first year. Late one afternoon the naval lads raided Roads, tak-
ing advantage of their knowledge that all of the tri-service cadets would be involved in
sports training at the time. A couple of Venture cadets captured in the foray did re-
ceive some hard treatment, but to my knowledge no Roadents thought any particular
ill of the Venture boys for an initiative which was considered a bold and inventive sky
lark. However, apart from their other mischief, Venture departed with the Royal
Roads college colours, taken from the officers' wardroom in the Castle, as the old
mansion housing the college headquarters was known. The admiral was not amused!
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@, Late next day came the tramp of

marching feet as sixty naval ratings

cadet college.

 The Royal Roads college colours were taken by ^^ ^^
   HMCS Venture cadets as a prank. The Flag    i.   .

     Officer Pacific Coast was not amused.     "^"S lt was the
                                               matter of fact-

ness in the approach that underscored this. There was no call to

the Roads cadets to watch the return. Those who happened to be

around saw it. The implication was simple, "This is how colours

are handled; do not mess with them."
    Anyone needing an understanding of the symbolism of col-

ours can do no better than to read the works of an American civil

war soldier, and later a prominent writer, named Ambrose

Bierce. He went through many battles in that bloody conflict as

an officer of the Union infantry, and had many occasions to see
the treatment accorded the battle flags. In his short account of

one battle, The Crime At Pickett's Mill, he records no fewer than

  wa^^.ii ^ ixic ^i.c, ^ me u^   ^ ^gg ^^^ venture
known. The admiral was not amused!    was a naval officer
 Late next day came the tramp of   training establishment
 marching feet as sixty naval ratings     '" vlctorla- A 9'"^

   @ i- -n     -i f j i             i j rivalry existed with the with rifles and fixed bayonets marched ^.service Royal Roads
 the colours back to the Castle. I can     cadet college.
 only presume that the same armed co-
 hort had visited ___________________________

One of two HMCS Venture cadets taken in
the raid on Royal Roads who left with bald

   heads (before this became a military
 fashion) and cheeks marked with gentian

      violet (it takes a while to fade).
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   What remains of the flag of the U.S. Civil War 1st
   Michigan Cavalry, finishing the war at Gettysburg

     with 70 bullet holes, and now preserved in the
         Dearborn Museum in the Detroit area

the still young unit was stationed at Harper's Ferry

in Virginia. This was held for the Union, but was
full of Confederate sympathizers. The 1st Michi-

gan 's commanding officer ordered that the flag be

displayed on the local courthouse. The ladies of the

town got into the habit of surreptitiously sniping at

it. After this baptism of fire, the flag was carried

through many battles for the next two years, and

pierced by many more bullets. Then in July 1963

the flag was captured by the Confederates in the

pivotal battle at Gettysburg. Actually the flag was

not captured, its bearer was. And before he was
taken by the enemy, Sergeant Thomas Henry

Sheppard , who had been the flag's bearer from the

start of the war, got it off the staff and tucked it un-

der his tunic. He kept it concealed through a long

imprisonment including at the ill-famed Anderson-
ville prisoner of war camp. He brought it back to

Michigan following his release, and his account of

the flag's history was eventually recorded. Now the

flag is displayed in the Dearborn Histories/ Mu-

seum. Standing in front of that banner - which a

1889 Detroit Free Press article said contained 72
bullet holes - it is hard not to accord it a deeply rev-

erential salute.

four soldiers falling while carrying a regiment's ban-
ner, each being quickly taken up and the flag raised
anew by his successor. The fifth darted forward to re-
trieve the flag and got it back to safety. Bierce pointed
out that the reader need not rely on his memory of
the incident, a Confederate general had recorded the
same scene in tribute to an enemy's courage, and his
account had been published.

      I myself have seen in a Detroit area museum a
company flag of the civil war 1st Michigan Cavalry
regiment. Much of the flag's fabric has decayed, but
preservation work has left clearly visible numerous
bullet holes. And thereby hangs a tale. The flag's first
five bullet holes were not received in battle, though
they were the result of hostile action. Early in the war

1st Michigan Cavalry Sergeant Sheppard in later life
 displaying the flag he kept from the Confederates

       when he was captured at Gettysburg
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   Sergeant Vincent Moroz provides his views

from the regiment's first rotation into Afghanistan in

2006.

   This is a far lengthier article than usually found in

The Fortyniner. Vince lias covered not only tlie over-

seas deployment itself, but the lengtiiv period oftrain-

ing leading up to it - a salutary reminder that good

training is the foundation for success in operations.

  The article is seen as a valuable contribution in

keeping m'th the magazine's history ot documenting

the regiment's history.

AFGHANISTAN TASK FORCE 106

FORCE PROTECTION PLATOON
BY VINCENT MOROZ

on the enormity of                  Pre-deployment platoon photograph - 20 January 2006
telling   the   whole
story, how I felt about it, and stuck up to my knees in details that were legendary, but did not add to the tale. Hard to
think about a platoon of reserves adding value to the war on terror, but we did, and overall I'd tell anyone that I'm
proud of the soldiers in my section, and all the other Eddies and Highlanders that formed our platoon.

      Late in 2004 I'd heard the scuttlebutt about 41 Brigade tasking the Eddies to form a platoon for service in Af-
ghanistan. Word was likely it would be gate guard at Kandahar Airfield (KAF), which made me wrinkle my nose in
disgust. Who wants to sit on a gate for 6 months? There is a war on, we are infantry, our platoon should be a part of
an infantry group fighting the good fight. Oddly enough nobody at HQ called to ask my opinion, so I gave thought to
the idea that maybe augmenting was the way to go ... even with a possible rank reduction I would at least be in a rifle

company.
      In November of 2004 something fateful happened. I was laid off from my computer job and was suddenly free

to join whatever part of the mission I wanted to. Hmmmm .... what to do7 Word was still "gate" for the Eddies, but

Pre-deployment platoon photograph - 20 January 2006
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Departing Edmonton -10 February 2006

 possibly other things now. Maybe a mix of gate

 and this other mystery thing, who could tell for

 sure, but it was at least looking at nosing out of

 the gate now. When I looked at who was going

section before as a private when I was a 2 i/c,

and carried on with me when I had my own sec-             Departing Edmonton -10 February 2006

tion. The 2 i/c's job is important and I wanted

someone I could count on. When the dust settled, I had my old section and three more Eddies from other platoons.

We were to be 1 Section, Defence & Security (D&S) Platoon.

       As it turned out Eddies alone could not field the full platoon for Afghanistan. A variety of our people had de-

ployed on the last few missions to the Balkans, and inevitably people were not available when the word came down for

this mission. Instead we took soldiers from the .Calgary Highlanders to fill in the ranks, which worked out, better than

I had anticipated given the rivalry between our two regiments. Still, we were a platoon full of reservists, all infantry,

and on the road to whatever came next.
                                                                                        w       I was 2 i/c on an course over the winter and spring of 2004/2005, which ended in mid April. During that time

I'd assisted our Adjutant, Captain Jim Caruana, and Regimental Sergeant Major Mike Bludd, in putting together a

training plan for the D&S platoon. This would include all the soldiering basics including ranges, communications re-

fresher, and drivers courses to bring our skills up to snuff in a motorized environment. It also included the hope that

many of our troops would get away on trade-related training (leadership, support weapons, etc.) that summer to bring

up any individual training deficits prior to die mission.

       On May 2, 2005, we officially stood up. We began the first two weeks of training at Jefferson Armoury, the Ed-

dies home station, with weapons handling and later small arms ranges. I took part in most of this but was scheduled

to take a Small Arms Instructor course at Gagetown, New Brunswick, where I would finish my pre-deployment range

work. This course had recently been brought back as a requirement for infantry Sergeant qualification, and as we

were getting ready to deploy I was sent on it for professional development. I completed many ranges with the weapons

we normally use while in Gagetown as the course also included a module on running conventional ranges. This would

come in handy for me later on. While I was there I met one of the other future section commanders for our platoon,

Sergeant Paul Brandson, of the Calgary Highlanders.

      When I returned I found that the entire platoon had been sent to Wainwright to assist with summer training,

and that I was scheduled to teach back-to-back basic infantry courses there. Teaching with me 011 the course would be

another Loyal Eddie from D&S Platoon, Master Corporal James Pantel. At least we could say we were freshening up

our skills by teaching others and that our summer might assist us in our future mission. But none of us would be

working on that training plan I'd assisted with a few months earlier, and only a few of us were destined to get any in-

dividual summer training. In reality, the bulk of the platoon would languish in Wainwright with no budget, no direc-
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tion, and no effect on reserve summer training. Our platoon was relegated to Joe-jobs ... nothing that would assist in mis-
sion prep or skills increase. This was the beginning of a time of great drifting, which always shocked me given that we
were trying to get ready to enter a war zone. But here we were, wasting away in Wainwright to meet 41 Brigade's man-
date of using every available soldier to support summer training. This short-sighted use of our platoon had a very nega-
tive effect on morale that we were never able to fully overcome.

      Eventually, summer ended and we spent a week at home, this time attached to 1 PPCLI. Overseas we were sup-
posed to be attached to the National Support Element (NSE) but they were not formed yet and 1 Service Battalion, who
they were forming out of, did not want us. The Patricia's had no real place in their organisation for us, but they did
their best to look after us. Sergeant Major W^eissman ensured we were treated well in their lines until we all went to
Wainwright (again) for 2 months on the Battalion Training Event (BTE) which was the work-up practical mission train-
ing for Afghanistan. The elements of the future NSE and those we would later work with were there at the BTE, but
they still did not want us, so we remained with the Patricia's.

      The BTE began with ranges, both conventional and field. Our platoon was tasked, and then I was tasked, with
running all the conventional ranges for the basic C7 weapons tests which was a good opportunity given I'd just come
back from Gagetown two months earlier. My range 2 i/c was the third section commander in our platoon, Sergeant lan
McDonald, from the Highlanders. lan did a bang-up job keeping the shooters grouped into relays allowing me to focus
on running the ranges in the order that made sense. Ray Arndt was the butts NCO, and he kept the crew down there on
task so the right targets were up when I needed them to be. I could not have asked for better help in running a range.

      While the ranges were well organized and run, battalion participation in them was all over the place, bouncing be-
tween the three required ranges, with re-shoots mixed in - oh look more troops needing to shoot from the typing pool!
All in all we did about five days of rapid-fire ranges which went off like clockwork. I was very lucky to have the good help
I did from lan. Ray and the butts-party7 ... what could have been a dog's breakfast was a well-oiled machine, which made
the entire platoon look good.

      Field ranges came shortly thereafter, which was my first real look at how the regular army sub-units looked and
work together. During the field-firing phase we worked closely with 1 PPCLI Recce Platoon, sharing the duties of range
supervision with them during all manner of mobile field firing ranges including section attacks with grenades, jungle
lane and village sweep through scenarios. We got to know their section leadership pretty well, and I watched their sol
diers in their attacks and compared them to our own. Overall, we were on par with them at the section level in all weap-
ons handling and section level fighting ability. This was a good place to start from.

      During this same phase we assisted Recce in running another range, a section support fire range which included

    All Eddies at Tarnak Farms range - 27 February 2006      vehicle work was useful as most of us had never
                                                                  worked in any form of tactical mobile formations,

All Eddies at Tarnak Farms range - 27 February 2006
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Sunrise over the ammunition point
                                                               nity and the second blow to the platoon's morale. Our

            Sunrise over the ammunition point            ....,       , j .     ,  j ,         , j    , ,    @
                                           r                troops wanted to go hard, but we ended up being all

                                                               dressed up with nowhere to go!
       Overall we had little trouble integrating the Ca/g-an-HigManders with our own troops...oh, a bit of friendly rivalry

 remained for awhile, but nothing outrageous. With one certain notable exception, die platoon worked well together.
 One ray of sunshine during our time on the BTE was a drivers' course for the army's new light armoured jeep from
 Mercedes, the G-Wagon also known as the Light Utility Vehicle Wheeled (LUVW). We sent a number of troops on this
 and they got a few hours home during the road exercise at the end of the course. Ray was chomping at the bit to do
something - anything - so I nominated him to the LUVW course. There was some griping from the other sections at the
 time, but this proved itself wise in the future as Ray was an alternate driver in theatre a few months later when all of our
drivers were tired. The real sad part was that we would never have enough drivers, ever, when we really needed everyone
qualified, Sergeants included. I hear Ray had a nice visit at home on the road-test ... we couldn't wash the grin off his
face.

       For the second time during the work-up training I found myself course loaded on something good. In early Octo-
ber I returned early from the BTE to Edmonton and took part in a Crowd Control Operations Instructor (CCOI)
course. This course was mandated by the Chief of Defence Staff to bring crowd control operations competency back to
the army, and the course was run by staff out of Gagetown. The officer in charge of this course was a British Major who
had seen these types of operations first hand in Northern Ireland. I would meet many of the other soldiers on the CCOI
course in Afghanistan in the months to come, which was a real help when I needed to know what was going on in other
parts of the theatre that we were to drive through, I consider myself very lucky that I had these contacts prior to "oin"

overseas.
       The only other reservist on the course was Master Corporal Grant Trudel from the Eddies, who was a 2 i/c in the

 D&S Platoon. Grant would not end up deploying with us as lie took a position with 3 PPCLI a. month or so later. The
CCOI course was the best course I was ever on in the army, the only one I did not want to end. Just before the CCOI
course ended the BTE ended, and our troops returned to Edmonton, soured by their experience. It is never a good way
to start the road to war by being under worked and disenfranchised.

      We filially connected with the NSE after returning from the BTE. I really did not want to go to their building as
we were on very good terms with the Patricia's and at least were well treated. The Service Battalion building was quite
the opposite in that we were particularly shunned by them and never really got to know any of them until we were over-
seas. Still, they were left to sort out the mess of our on-going pre-deployment paperwork and their clerks did as good a
job as they could navigating between the regular and reserve system of pay and administration. This was no small prob-
lem to fix, and I was happy to hear that the next group of reserves that would eventually replace us did not have the
same issues. The paperwork mess was yet another morale issue with our soldiers as some managed to get their Class C
contracts early (which included extra pay and benefits) while others remained on Class B until December 2005.

      While with the Service Battalion we completed our Theatre Mission Specific Training (TMST) which included a
bit of Pashto language training, aggressive driving techniques, and combat first aid among other things. Combat first-aid
was a real departure from the St. Johns Ambulance stuff we'd taken so many times before, as it was all about the realities
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An average morning temperaturemagazine control. Two of us got frost-bite and I fondly             An average morning temperature
remember its acquisition every time my hand even gets a
bit cold, whether it is above freezing or not, as two of my fingers immediately get numb and start to throb.

      Christmas came to us at last, and the last leave block prior to deployment. Of great interest was how the Service
Battalion did not invite us to their men's Christmas dinner, even though we were attached to them. However, the
Patricia's did, and we shared the traditional men's Christmas dinner at their table. This was certainly the mark of how
things would go overseas as well, with us meeting the Patricia's with friendly greetings at every turn, while only ever get-
ting to know a small group of the NSE in such a close manner.

      Deployment: there it was in front of us. At the very end of January a few members of our platoon went into the
theatre. The next wave, of which Ray and I were a part, went on February 10, 2006, with the remainder following a week
or two later on. With anxious families seeing us off, we were excitedly on our way to the. war. Sure, we were soldiers go-
ing to war, but en route we were searched about six times at various airports before we got there - Canadian soldiers, in
uniform, flying on a service flight, searched repeatedly, beginning in CFB Trenton, Ontario. By the time we landed at
Camp Mirage in the United Arab Emirates, everyone was very annoyed. And here we were, in the rear with the gear and
all the peace-time nonsense of a Canadian training base in full swing. The complete stupidity of the "peacekeeper" mind-
set never went away, even in KAF as there were too many "peacekeepers" who were out of their element in a war-zone.
This was to be a constant thorn in our side until we left to come home and the largest source of useless stress on the pla-

toon.
      So now we are on the ground in Afghanistan; groovy. Now we know for certain what we will be doing here; convoy

escorts for NSE's transport platoon, as the Battle Group does not have the resources to man their tasking plus conduct
all their own re-supply missions. Canadian heavy haulers were not capable of conducting their own convoys in part due
to having vehicles incompatible with extra weaponry and air-conditioning. The solution was to use our readily available
platoon of infantry to run the tasking, only we ended up doing so with no true combat power - only LUVW's, RG-31's
(the South-African mine-resistant vehicle called the Nyala, when they finally became available to us) and the Transport
Platoon's own Bisons. At no time were we given (even when we asked) a .50cal and so ran the entire tour with a
C6 .30cal MG as our heaviest weapon. The Bison also had a C6 but it could not traverse very far, so was of limited use
unless it could meet a threat head-on which was harder in the middle of a convoy where it traveled. Any heavier weapons
were brought into the convoy at attachments, like LAV Ill's and the American HUMVs.

      KAF was an interesting place to operate from, and had good and bad points that were diametrically opposed from
each other. One the one hand, you could shop on the boardwalk, have a latte, and get a greasy burger any night of the
week. You could watch TV, sleep under air-conditioning, and phone or email your family when you wanted to. On die
other hand, it seemed there was no war going on at KAF, despite the Taliban attacking the perimeter defences at die full
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 moon and the on-going rocket attacks, which some of us referred to as the rocket lottery ... you never knew when your
 number would come up. There seemed to be no end of stupid orders that came from Canadian command elements dur-
 ing the tour, and this really highlighted how long we'd been away from combat and how entrenched was the battle-school
 mindset amongst our leadership. On one hand we were expected to be ready for all possibilities on the road outside the
wire 24 hours a day, but immediately shut it down to Wainwright style thinking when we returned - no compromise, no
 exceptions. This was impossible, and caused those of us whose job was outside the wire, but lived inside, unnecessary
stress. Most of us would have preferred to live elsewhere, but this would not have been practical given our primary job
function.

       The first two weeks we spent covering the main gate with members of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle crew (UAV)
which was a good experience, but not one I'd want to do for the whole tour. The UAV troops looked after, flew and re-
covered the small fleet of Bombardier un-manned reconnaissance aircraft that Canada had in theatre. We then be"an our
training for convoy operations using the orders created by the previous tour for the milk run between KAF and the Pro-
vincial Reconstruction Team base in Kandahar City. They had used LUVWs for this mission as we would in the begin-
ning.

       By the time all our people were on the ground and ready to get into training, which we put on ourselves, the
Transport Platoon had already (as many of us had) been on the road in other people's convoys. With this experience in
mind, we sat down at Tarnak Farms range the one day and went over the last tour's orders, line by line, in a gabble.
What the Transport people told us loud and clear is that they were being left behind on convoy by the Battle Group and
their LAV Ill's as the big trucks simply could not keep up. Instead of slowing down to move together under the protec-
tion of the LAV firepower, they left them alone in the dust. I saw this myself returning from a night convoy to the Cana-
dian Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) base in Kandahar City where a group of 3 vehicles led by a LAV passed us
and a few minutes later, all alone, a supply truck passed us. I was dumb-founded, and was certain that our orders would
change this practice to ensure that we never left anyone behind. Escorting the supply was the mission, it wasn't an incon-
venience.

      Most of our training was conducted at Tarnak Farms range, which is about 1 kilometre from the southern edge of
KAF, and is the site of a former Taliban training camp with a view of the edge of the red desert. This is a barren area and
plenty open enough for vehicle training. The biggest problem is all the unexploded ordnance in the area from the battles
fought there at the beginning of the war. One had to be careful where one stepped and what one kicked. We also knew
we were being watched, as during one of our training

      In the end we distilled orders from the previous
PRT escort group, and the convoys from Kabul, and
ended up with a concise, half-hour orders format that
left the actions-on as simple as possible and no doubt in
anyone's mind what their job on the road was in almost
any contingency. NSE's Transport Platoon preferred to
go with us, despite our lack of combat power, because
they knew we'd look after them. They gained confidence
from our orders groups. We even shared our orders out
to American units who requested a copy after hearing
our orders while moving with us between bases. The last
copy was to a U.S. 12th Mountain Division Lieutenant
Colonel, who told Sergeant lan McDonald that these

An RG-31 Nyala hit by 4 anti-tank mines
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were the best orders he'd ever heard. It seemed hard to get respect out of the NSE, but we got it from our allies and
that counted for something.

      I kept guardianship of the orders we created, and edited and updated them with lan McDonald for the rest of
the tour, making changes as we learned and as the changing situation dictated. What we added to our tour, and to
the army for the next few tours until the armoured corps took over convoys, was a concise set of orders that was tai-
lored to the threat of counter-insurgency operations and the movement of heavy supply convoys (escorted or not)
through this threat. Unlike the Battle Group, who saw it as a side-show to their main task, this was our main task.
We grabbed the bull by the horns and took complete ownership of it, following the Battle Group to support their op-
erations wherever they went. We drove through IED Alley in the beginning of the tour and througli Ambush Alley
in Panjaway as the tour progressed. From Tarin Kot in the north, to the Pakistani border in the south-east and as far
west as Helmand province, where operations went, we went, pushing the limits of our own knowledge and always be-
ing up to the task. Whatever else can be said about the effects of living on KAF, when we went out on the road, our
soldiers were consummate professionals. By the end of the tour we were the experts on convoy operations, and were
finally treated as such by that time, even by the NSE. It should be mentioned that we changed our name to Force
Protection Platoon partway through the tour. This matched the moniker of those who had done similar tasks before

us.
      Our relations with the NSE Log Ops staff, Call-sign 8, were a lot like our relations with Service Battalion back

in Edmonton - arms length, compounded with the rear echelons dislike of the Infantry. It took almost the entire
tour before they began to see us as the asset to their group that we w ere. In contrast, at the Battle Group Tactical Op-
erations Center (TOO, otherwise known as Call-sign Zero, we were treated like members of the team and we worked
well with the other groups present there to share information and images we captured on the road. In most cases, we
worked closer with Call-sign Zero than with Call-sign 8 as we answered to Zero while on the road. Zero tracked our
moves, and all communications of enemy activity while moving went through Zero. Had we been attached to the
NSE on the BTE, perhaps we could have started off on a better relationship, but this was not the case. It, like almost
everything else, had to be developed in theatre.

      As an example of how we worked with members of the TOC: early on we were only using the paved Highway 1
between KAF and Kandahar City for our convoys, otherwise known as IED Alley. Doctrine was don't use the same
route all the time and try to take one route out and another back if possible (standard infantry patrol doctrine). I'd
gone to see the Engineers at the TOC to ask them what other routes might be available to our convoys and they'd re-

                Convoy in Panjaway                  na@^ no "ri^r way of getting out on the various roads up
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 to that point. We were able to prove several routes one

 way or another, and two bridges.

       For a while I was given the task of attending KAF

 Base Defence Committee meetings as the Force Protec-

 tion Platoon (or possibly the NSE's) representative. These

 meetings were attended by all the coalition forces who

 had personnel on the base, and it was chaired by a U.S.

 officer. The committee's purpose was to organize and allo-

 cate base defence responsibilities amongst the tenant na-

 tions according to capability'. Which meant that if you

 had infantry available then you would be given a task suit-

 able for infantry.
 /~\i1^      *             -i                           _________________________

pound a few him-
 , ,                                    Bridge on

dred meters out-

side KAF's main defensive perimeter, and that same dis-

tance from the closest perimeter guard tower manned by

the Romanians. There was a village that the Taliban oper-

ated from only a couple of kilometres north of it. At that

time, extensive de-mining was going on in this area of the

base in preparation to move the perimeter out past the

ammo point, but when we took it over, it was accessible

only by a skinny road through the mines that connected

KAF with its ammo. The Taliban had previously attacked

the KAF perimeter (aka the Romanian guard towers) at

the full moon, and so it was inevitable that on one occa-

sion our troops would take fire at night at the ammo

point. We held this ground with too few people, and no

real defensive position to fight from ... it was a tent, and a

LUVW with a C6. To me this was another symptom of

the "peacekeeper" mindset in that such an important po-

  sition, outside camp defenses, was held by so small a
  group. If we were over-run, we would simply hope to fight
  our way along that skinny road back to KAF's defensive
  line. If the rocket lottery liappened to drop one on die
  sea containers tliat constituted the ammo dump ... well...

        In early July the mission transferred from Opera-
  tion Enduring Freedom (OEF), the U.S. led war on ter-
  ror, to NATO. Overall, the transition did not affect our
  main jobs as the rules of engagement did not change for
  us. What did change was what assets we could call on if
 were in trouble on the road. Under OEF I could call Zero

                                        and ask for artil-
                                        lery or air support
                                        if   required...
                                        assuming these as-

                                   .   sets were not busy

oute recce                          KAF felt the miti-
                                       gating   risks   to

 your support request were. Just what I wanted to hear ...
 my urgent need for support while being ambushed had
 gone to committee and they'd get back to me. I'll illus-
 trate this change with another example. Under OEF any
 rocket attacks on KAF were immediately met with an
 Apache helicopter launch toward the point of origin, so
 I'd only ever heard rockets land at KAF to this point. Af-
 ter NATO ... I was walking with the other two section
 commanders from the platoon to a Ramp Ceremony, it
 was evening and dark, about 2000 liours. We not only
 heard the rocket ignite with a boom, but heard it fly over
 us and explode elsewhere on the base. There was no
 Apache launch to counter the threat anymore as the rules
 of engagement had changed for this type of attack. The
 bad men had figured this out right quick and were be-
 coming bolder.

route recce
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       We were very lucky on our tour, given where we went and what we drove through everyday. Lucky that we were
ambushed so few times given what we escorted (ammo, fuel, etc), and lucky we lost so few soldiers to the perils of war
and the road. We knew how murderous both traffic and lED's could be - had been to others - and we ran our convoys
how we did as a calculated risk to all the factors, not just the traffic. It was a hard day for us when we lost Master Corpo-
ral Ray Arndt in early August, 2006, only a few days before he was scheduled to leave theatre and return home to his
wife. This was my convoy, and the LUVW involved in the accident contained soldiers from my section, Tliat day I lost
not only my close friend, but my 2 i/c, 3 i/c and 4 i/c ... all die section's leadership except myself. The platoon lost
three soldiers for the duration and the capability of fielding two Nyala gunners, Corporals Jarrod Gagnon and Ashley
van Leeuwen, and 2 LUVW, drivers Ray Arndt and Corporal Adam Keen. Corporal Keen was the vehicle driver during
the accident, but his injuries did not force him to leave theatre. Luckily, prior to my going on HLTA and while acting
as Platoon 2 i/c, I had arranged for another RG-31 gunner's course for our platoon or we would have been hard pressed
to man this critical job on our own convoys. Unfortunately, I was unable to organize another driver's course and we
would be working our remaining drivers hard for the rest of the month until relieved. There were no real plans that I
could see to replace casualties for our platoon, and the one soldier that left my section in February was replaced a full 3
months later by a private from 3 PPCLI. The replacement arrived only after he'd finished other, non-tour-related
courses with his home unit. When you realize that mid-tour leave began a month after we arrived in theatre, you realize
that we continued to perform two man-intensive tasks while never fully staffed.

       When the next group of Reserves came in to replace us, we took them all over our routes and did our best to edu-
cate them in our operations and what we did on the road. I'd returned to Canada for a few days in May of 2006 as a

Typical convoy road traffic
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part of the RTAV (a program to bring current theatre knowledge to the next rotation's soldiers) in order to educate
them in our drills, but they were busy on their BTE and nobody wanted them to stray from the methods and orders
their BTE script provided. The most I could accomplish with them was to give them a brief overview of the threat as we
saw it and a few of their leadership discussed our orders format with me once. The missed opportunities continued,
trumped again by the peace-time training establishment. However, once in theatre they acted first as dismounts for us
while we conducted convoys and then as convoy 2 i/c's. But, there comes a time when you just have to give up the reins
and let them do it for themselves. This time came in late August 2006, when they finally had enough people in theatre
to begin taking over convoy duties with some assistance from our soldiers. We then served as their advisors while they
ran the convoys. The last of our group left theatre at the end of August 2006, headed for Cyprus and our decompres-
sion leave. Then home.

       I wouldn't trade the experiences of my tour for anything, and I think I speak for us all in that respect. It was a
tremendous time, an incredible opportunity to finally put years of infantry training to use, and a pretty good job over-
all, second only in my mind to taking the good fight directly to the enemy. In the end, the. worst part of the job was al-
ways being on the defensive and always waiting to be hit. No infantryman can like the enemy always having the initia-
tive and bringing the battle to you at a time and place of their choosing.

       I said before that we were lucky. We were, but I'm certain that how we handled ourselves on the road was a big
part of our luck. We ran tight convoys that protected the mission the entire way; we looked like and were a hard target.
We never allowed ourselves to be spread out where individual vehicles could be singled out for attack. Our soldiers
fired plenty of warning shots from the word go, but we only had one civilian injury, and never a civilian death. That
tells me that our soldiers were always ready, but never trigger happy. They followed their ROE as required to protect
the mission ...well done boys.
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             RECLAIMING A HERITAGE

                THE REGIMENT HONOURS ITS
                    ORIGIN FROM BEFORE

                   THE FIRST WORLD WAR
                        by David Haas

I first became aware of the role of the 101st his account was what had come down from the Direc-
 Regiment (Edmonton Fusiliers) in our regimental his-
tory around 1981, when I was Lieutenant Colonel
Don Miller's adjutant. We had received a draft copy
of Michael MitchelFs book Ducimus @ The Regiments
of the Canadian Infantry for comment on our regi-
mental entry. Mike @ who was then serving on the
Northern Alberta Militia District Headquarters staff -
wrote that The Loyal Edmonton Regiment had origi-
nated as the 101st Regiment on 1 April 1908. I felt
was this was absurd. Everyone knew the Loyal Eddies
began when the 49th Battalion opened for recruiting
on 4 January 1915.

      I remonstrated with Mike. He said bluntly that

 A crested serving platter from Calgary's pre-First
World War 103rd Regiment (Calgary Rifles) was the

     author's first clue to the complexity of the
 Canadian regimental system. The platter is now in

   The Calgary Highlanders regimental museum.

 torate ofHistory in Ottawa, the arbiter of Canadian
 military lineage. The unit made a detailed submission
 to DHi'st, emphasizing the factual origin of the Eddies
 in the 49th. A terse reply came back saying in effect
 that what we said was all very well, but the official
 lineage was as Mike had stated it.

      The revelation of the intricacies of regimental
 lineage stimulated my interest, and I recalled some-
 thing from my family history. For years my family's
 holiday turkeys were dished up on a serving platter
bearing the emblem of a unit called the 103rd Regi-
 ment (Calgary Rifles). 'Tiven as a young lad I knew
there was no such unit in Calgary. When I asked my
soldier father, he said it was a unit before the First
World War. He also told me that he had salvaged the
platter when the Mewata Armouries Sergeants' Mess
had been tossing out Calgary Rifles crested dinner-
ware some years earlier.

      Recalling this after learning Ducimus had offi-
cial backing for its version of our regiment's heritage,
I began a systematic review of the origins of the Ed-
monton and Calgary militia regiments of the present
day, tracing them through a series of what would in
the modem business world be called corporate merg-
ers, splits, and renaming.

      In its essential outline, what happened relevant
to our regiment is that in 1908 a reserve infantry unit
was set up in Edmonton called the 101st Regiment,
to be renamed within a year the 101st Regiment
(Edmonton Fusiliers). The added secondary title re-
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fleeted the fact that the old 101st Regiment in the British army
prior to the Childers reforms of 1881 (which involved a substantial
restructuring and renaming of Britain's infantry regiments) had
been a fusilier unit. Edmonton's 101st established relations with
The Royal Minister Fusiliers, heirs to the British 101st, and a for-
mal alliance resulted in 1911.

      As is well known, after the outbreak of war in 1914 the evil
stepfather of the Canadian army, Sir Sam Hughes, intervened to
throw out the mobilization scheme based on the existing militia
regiments, and substitute a series of sequentially numbered active
service battalions having no official linkage to the militia units. It
was a group of these numbered battalions, along with the pre-war
regular force The Royal Canadian Regiment and the newly formed
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, which constituted the
bulk of the fighting strength of the Canadian Corps in the First
World War.

      It is often overlooked that Hughes's decision to ignore the ex-
isting militia structure in setting up a wartime service force was
similar to that of Britain's Lord Kitchener in ignoring the Territo-
rial Army, choosing rather to link his wartime "New Army" to

Members of the 101st Regiment (Edmonton Fusiliers) attending a
 musketry camp at Cooking Lake in 1910. The author recalls the

bell style tents still being in use in the 1960s, when he set up and
           took down not a few of them at Wainwright.

  The erratic Sam Hughes, Canada's
  Minister of Militia and Defence at the start
  of the First World War. His improvised
  mobilization scheme led to what is now
  The Loyal Edmonton Regiment. He is
  shown here as an active service
  Lieutenant-Colonel in the Boer War, in
  which he twice nominated himself for the
  Victoria Cross.

regular army regiments.

      Canada substantially disarmed in
the anti-militarist atmosphere after World

War One, reverting to the pre-war pattern
of a small regular force and a large coun-

try-wide reserve force based on the pre-war
militia units, amongst them the 101st

Regiment (Edmonton Fusiliers) militia.
Naturally the combat veterans of the Ca-

nadian Corps felt their units should be
formally recognised in the post-war re-

serve structure. However, many persons
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 Many volunteers from or raised by
  the 101st Regiment (Edmonton

Fusiliers) found themselves initially
assigned at Camp Valcartier to the
9th Battalion in Sam Hughes's new

  army. After the war the revised
  Edmonton Fusiliers perpetuated

   the 9th, but it never had seen
  combat - spending the war as a

      holding unit in England.

who had been involved in the existing
militia regiments felt that their contribu-
tion to the war effort through volunteer-
ing and recruiting and other support
should not be overlooked - including in
some cases getting the battle honours of
the wartime units. Squabbles were erupt-
ing across the country.

       A high level commission under
General William Otter was tasked with
resolving the problems of recognising the
war time numbered battalions in the
new post-war militia while still acknowl-
edging the role of the pre-war regiments.
The solution adopted in Edmonton saw
the 101st re-organised on 15 March 1920
as The Edmonton Regiment, consisting
of two active militia battalions with sec-
ondary titles showing the units they per-
petuated: 1st Battalion (49th Battalion
Cana-  \@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

    ine @rn, DUI 11 never naa seen     ///an
   combat - spending the war as a         ,.

      holding unit in England.       Expedi-
                                    tionary

Force), and 2nd Battalion (Edmonton Fusil-

iers) (9th Battalion Canadian Expeditionary

Force). Legally The Edmonton Regiment

was not a new unit but a continuation of the

militia unit originating as the 101st Regi-

ment o\\ 1 April 1908. The Edmonton Regi-

ment a\so had three reserve battalions, paper

entities, perpetuating other Canadian Expe-

ditionary Force units.

       The Edmonton Regiment marriage
of convenience between the heirs of the 49th

Battalion and the Edmonton Fusiliers did

not work out. A Regimental Headquarters

was established, but it could not get any-

where. Even the basic issue of a choosing a
new regimental badge was stymied, with the

 1st Battalion wearing the old 49th Battalion

 In the First World War Harcus Strachan led a squadron of the
Fort Garry Horse in a charge which won him the Victoria Cross.

     As a Lieutenant Colonel in the Second World War he
      commanded 1st Battalion, The Edmonton Fusiliers.
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  Since 1946 the actual colours of the 101st Regiment
      (Edmonton Fusiliers) have been lodged in
      Edmonton's Holy Trinity Anglican church.

badge, and the 2nd Battalion that of the 101st. Di-

vorce came in 1924, when another re-organisation
split off The Edmonton Fusiliers from The Edmon-

 ton Regiment. The slimmed down Edmonton Regi-
 ment had the 1st Battalion (49th Battalion, Cana-

 dian Expeditionary Force) and two reserve battalions.

Again, officially this new version of The Edmonton

 Regimentwas considered to be a continuation going
back to the origin of the 101st in 1908. The two re-

serve battalions were done away with in the late

1930s, and The Edmonton Regiment became a single
battalion entity.

      My father served in The Edmonton Fusiliers
during the 1930s, and once mentioned to me that
there had been a great deal of animosity between The

Edmonton Regiment and The Edmonton Fusiliers.
This seems to be a common feature in cities where

there are two militia infantry regiments, particularly

when they are in the same armouries, but in this case

at least there were two additional factors. Firstly, The

Edmonton Regiment had what its members consid-

ered a direct heritage from the wartime 49th whereas

The Edmonton Fusiliers perpetuated only a wartime
holding battalion. However, another factor in the

animosity which my father pointed to was that in

those days the militia was highly politicized. Mem-
bers of The Edmonton Regiment were noted as gen-
erally supporting one of the main political parties,
members of The Edmonton Fusiliers the other.

       Both regiments saw active service in the Sec-
ond World War. However while The Edmonton
 Regiment raised a unit for overseas service, the two
active battalions raised by The Edmonton Fusiliers
formed part of the conscript army remaining in
North America @ and to those who volunteered for
service overseas the stay at home soldiers were de-
rided as the "Zombies." To some extent this was un-
fair. There were many soldiers serving at home whose
desire to serve overseas was, because of age or medical
condition or whatever, ignored. Others had already
served overseas in the previous conflict. One, com-
manding a battalion of The Edmonton Fusiliers, had
won the Victoria Cross in a cavalry charge. Other sol-
diers in The Edmonton Fusiliers did volunteer for
overseas service and go on to see combat with The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

      I suspect however that characterizing the latter
day Fusiliers as Zombies may have played a role in

  At the Friday night reception for the regimental
centennial celebration members of the association

       executive manned the check in desk.
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 The reception included instruction in wine tasting. Here three men who ours
   needed no such tutelage discuss the finer points. Left to right: Don       @ ^ ^                   ^

           Miller, Chuck Marshall, and lan "Whitey" Edwards.                                v
                                                                             recall one old gentleman coming up to

me at a mess dinner in the late 1990s where I was the PMC, and in proposing the toast to the regiment had ex-

plained the 101st connexion. The man, and in my recollection he had tears in his eyes, thanked me, saying

t-lt a*- <-*-@ -pp any T {~)\^l Fcidic^^ dinnc'rs he _____________   r i.^.i^i^ujji^^-,,^-^--^^-^.^^@-----^.--^                        ^ @r-i-^@iw@iimiiir -

mediate relevance for me.                  The author of the centennial celebration, outgoing commanding
      But by 1997 I was back in the Ed-      officer Lieutenant Colonel Hans Brink with his wife Nancy.
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The banquet featured entertainment by the Nightingales,
crooners par excellence of Second World War era songs.

corded in Hansard. This was, I think, the first    The banquet featured entertainment by the Nightingales,

occasion on which the regiment was openly ac-    crooners par excellence of Second World War era songs.
knowledging its formal heritage.

      1 retired within a ^Tear' Thereafter my contact with the serving unit came through involvement with the

  The formal part of the banquet ended with the regimental   mer lmit member ^"S Thorlakson.

  band Drum Line and the pipe band marching out together.
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HOLLAND HONOURS AN EDDY
DUTCH VILLAGE OE HOEVELAKEN

    PAYS TRIBUTE TO FALLEN

      REGIMENTAL SOLDIER

     By Lieutenant Colonel Hans Brink, CD

 Private Walter Strang of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment was 36       In l946 the village erected a small white

 when he fell on 18 April 1945. His memory is still honoured by  cross with a plaque indicating the name of
            the Dutch in the village where he died.             Walter Strang and his regiment. Since that

                                                              date every 4 May the children of the town

gather to lay flowers on the site and to pay respect and give thanks to all the Canadian soldiers who gave their

life to liberate their small village and country from the German occupation.
      Two years ago two gentleman from Hoevelaken chose to find out more about this Canadian soldier who

died to free them from the Germans. Their research found out he was from Toronto and originally joined the
Canadian Army as a member of The Toronto Scottish. His parents were from Scotland, he had a sister and

four brothers, all whom served in the Army. In 1943 Private Strang was transferred to The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment in December 1943 as the regiment was fighting for Ortona in Italy. He was a signaller and worked

in Battalion Headquarters. His new friends called him Jock because of his Scottish roots. He was tasked out to

Private Walter Strang of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment was 36
when he fell on 18 April 1945. His memory is still honoured by

            the Dutch in the village where he died.
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mand of Major John Dougan was Second World War regimental veterans Bill Teleske, Ken Froland, and

tasked to take his company to the Maurice White stand at the memorial plaque erected in 1946 by the Dutch
town and check it out. They ap- honouring Walter Strang. Ken Froland and Strang were fellow signallers.

preached the town from the east
along the main road and as they reached the far end of the town at the entrance gate a German road block

opened fire with small arms and mortars. D Company did a hasty attack and destroyed the road block and
killed or captured the Germans there. The war diary stated that the casualties were light, one killed two

wounded. The soldier that was killed was Private Walter Strang the company signaller. He received a head

wound from a mortar that he did not recover from.

      Ken Froland remembers that day very clearly. He states that on that day early in the morning the Battal-

ion Headquarters was set up at a farm house near the town of Barnveld. He does not recall exactly where. His
platoon sergeant came into the porch where they had set-up the switch board and said that D Company was go-

ing out to clear a road block and that they needed a signaller. Jock Strang jumped up and said, "I'll go as I have
nothing else to do" Ken sat back down. Jock picked up his radio equipment and left with D Company. That

was the last time Ken saw him. It wasn't until a few days later that he heard Jock had been killed. Maurice

White, a veteran of WW2 remembers Jock vaguely. He recalls that on occasion Jock would be working with A

Company as their signaller. Bill Teleske was in Headquarters Company as a storeman and remembers Jock be-

tween operations.
      The village of Hoevelaken created the Walter Strang Foundation headed by Theo Zuurman and Wim

Rhebergen. The Foundation has several objectives. Firstly, it aims to honour the memory of Walter Strang,

Second World War regimental veterans Bill Teleske, Ken Froland, and
Maurice White stand at the memorial plaque erected in 1946 by the Dutch
honouring Walter Strang. Ken Froland and Strang were fellow signallers.
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who fell in the village a few short weeks before the end of the war, by renewing the memorial to him in the vil-
lage. Secondly, it hopes to collect more data and information about the person Walter Strang and his life in
particular, and the last phase of the war in our area more generally, in order to publish a small book. Thirdly,
the Foundation hopes to develop teaching materials for the various primary schools in Hoevelaken which
could help in keeping the memory of Walter Strang alive and make their children aware of @ and understand -
what Walter Strang fought for and why his death should be remembered.

      The street sign bearing his name was unveiled by the mayor, Gerard Renkema, of the local council -
council Nijkerk - and by lan Strang, a nephew of Walter Strang, on the 1st of December 2007, which would
have been Walter Strang's 90th birthday. The delegation from Canada had three Second World War veterans
and family members: Bill Teleske, Ken Froland and his sister Inez, and Maurice White and his wife Elsie. The
regimental delegation included Commanding Officer Lieutenant Colonel Hans J. Brink, Regimental Affairs
Officer Captain Jack Bowen, and Sergeant Steve Boon. From The Toronto Scottish Regiment the Command-
ing Officer Lieutenant Colonel Dwane Hogg and his Regimental Sergeant Major Chief Warrant Officer Mike
Lacroix attended. The delegation travelled to Hoevelaken on 30 December and participated in the various cere-
monies on 1 December which included a Mayor's reception at the Haen, (City Centre), the Street Name Un-
veiling, and finally a flower and wreath laying ceremony at the current Walter Strang Memorial. The Dutch
people of the area were so open and friendly it was a true pleasure to be there. They have not forgotten the Ca-

nadians and what they did for their country in 1945.

The street sign indicating Walter Strang Lane in Hoevelaken.
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 This issue's cover depicts a still unknown
 regimental comrade trying to get the wounded
 Private Herbert Peterson to safety in 1917. They          J|

 were killed, and their remains not found until 2003.
 There are still many, many fallen from 1914-1918
 who remain "known but to God."

                                UNKNOWN No MORE

                      A FALLEN FORTYNINER IS IDENTIFIED
                                              BY ERASER LOGAN

       Private Herbert Peterson was finally laid to rest almost 90 years after his death, buried with a full military honour
guard April 7, 2007 at the La Chaudiere cemetery near Vimy, France. In attendance were Peterson's niece Doreen
Bargholz, Chief of Defence Staff General Rick Hillier, the Colonel-in-Chief of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment the Right
Honourable Adrienne Clarkson, and other political and military dignitaries.

       A small regimental contingent from The Loyal Edmonton Regiment had travelled to France at the beginning of
April to participate in the rededication of the monument at Vimy Ridge. While there, the soldiers attended the burial of
Private Peterson along with other Canadians who had given their lives during World War One.

      Sixteen members of the 49th Battalion were reported missing and presumed dead on the German front near Vimv
Ridge after a night raid on June 8th and 9th, 1917. Peterson's body was not discovered until 2003, when it was found
with the body of a yet to be identified fellow Fortyniner at a construction site south of Avion, France near Vimy Ridge
and his final resting place at La Chaudiere.

      Private Peterson was presumably injured in his lower body and his comrade in the 49th was helping him back to
the Canadian position. Investigators believe that an artillery shell exploded above them, killing both soldiers and cover-
ing their bodies with dirt.

      For the members of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment attending the ceremony was a tasking of incredible signifi-
cance. While contemporary soldiers honour and respect the rich history of their units, few Canadian Forces members are
given the opportunity to reach back in time and continue a story that began 90 years earlier.

      From being a member of the firing party for the funeral of regimental comrade Master Corporal Raymond Arndt
to acting as a pallbearer for Private Herbert Peterson - honouring our fallen has been one of the most important and sol-
emn acts a soldier can perform for his regimental comrade. Our hearts were with those soldiers who had fallen as we bur-
ied one of our own - 90 years later in the field for which he and a still unknown Fortyniner fought and died.

                   ^^^@MMBB^ai^EJ@^^^^a^@^^^Sgl^^@^SMi@^^^S^M^^^g@^S@jS^@^^i^-m8^^ji@^@^@*^^^t^@mmm@m^^                  @,. .@.v@^.,.^._____________________..@_____ .

Wearing First World War style uniforms, the pipe band plays at the presentation to
  the regiment of Catherine Jones's painting depicting Private Peterson and his
   unknown comrade just before their deaths. The painting is visible on the left.
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CADET ARMOURY WEDDING
NUPTIALS IN VERMILION

      The Lieutenant-Colonel W.C. Craig Armoury in Vermilion, Alberta was once the home of "B" Company, The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment. More recently it again rang with the sound of boots and swords, but this time to the
different cadence of a wedding ceremony.

      On 26 July 2008 2nd Lieutenant Walter J. Weir, CD and Ms Debi Corlett were married on the drill floor by
Captain Dave Kenney, CD.

      2nd Lieutenant Weir was escorted to the ceremony by an honour guard consisting of Captain Keith Mundorf,
CD (The Loyal Edmonton Regiment), Captain Jim Fairbank, CD (Cadet Instructors Cadre), Captain Ed Buerfeind,
CD (Cadet Instructors Cadre), Captain Ed Belanger, CD (Cadet Instructors Cadre), Corporal Mike McGinley, (Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, and formerly RoyalNaf-j), and Constable Clair Sheike (Roys/Canadian Mounted Police).

      The festivities included a traditional sword arch with pictures following in the Provincial Park. A barbeque
reception was held later in the evening at the armory, and 2nd Lieutenant Weir and Mrs. Weir danced their first dance
as a married couple. In addition to those attending in uniform, many friends and relatives either attended in person or
emailed congratulations.

      2nd Lieutenant Weir and Captains Kenney and Fairbank are instructors with 2645 The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Royal Canadian Army Cadet Corps.
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The Editor sympathises with the wartime
staff'of'The Maple Leaf about Bill's hand-
written submissions, but admits that Bill's
handwriting is easy to read while typing it up.

BORROWED TYPEWRITER

DECADES OLD DISAPPEARANCE EXPLAINED
              BY BILL TELESKE

       In the spring of 1944 The Loyal Edmonton Regiment was on
the move along with the rest of the brigade from one side of Italy to
the other side then back again - trying to confuse the enemy. I was
writing poetry and short stories to send to our army newspaper The
Maple Leaf, but they wouldn't always print them if the were hand-
written, so I needed a typewriter.

      We were in the city of Florence when I liappened to spy one
on a desk in the police station. I walked in with they hope that I
might be able to buy one or trade something for the typewriter, be-
cause I knew that some police were corrupt. There was no one
around so I borrowed it.

      When the police found that the typewriter was missing they
started to raise hell, and I was afraid to return it. I thought that
maybe later on wlien it got dark and there was no one around I
would sneak back and return it. As luck would have it the whole
regiment pulled out under cover of darkness. I still had tlie ma-
chine and there was no way that I could return it. I worked in the
quartermaster stores, so there was no problem in packing it
around.

Bill Teleske, with bandaged hand, divvies up rations
     at the "Q" tent somewhere in Italy in 1944,

        his borrowed typewriter out of sight.
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In the storage vault of the regimental
museum, Bill Teleske checks that the

   borrowed typewriter he donated
            is still working

       I used it for several months but I knew I
wouldn't be working in the stores all tlie time
and I didn't want to lose it, so I dismantled it
and sent it home piece by piece. It took quite a
wl-iile but I got it there.

      When I got home after the war I asked
my sister if slie still liad it, and she said yes, it
was in a box in the basement. I then took the
box of parts to the Underwood Repair Depot
and asked if they could reassemble the ma-
chine, and they said they would give it a try.

      About three or four months passed by
until they phoned and said the typewriter was
ready. I was expecting a huge bill and was al-
most afraid to ask, but they informed me there
was no charge, it was free. They said that they
had enjoyed the challenge and besides I paid
my dues by serving the country in times of
need.

      I really didn't mean to steal that type-
    writer.
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The regimental museum was closed from

October 2007 until April 2009 due to

structural repairs needed in rhe hindament

of the Prince of Wales Armouries. Tins was

extremely disruptive to our operation.

 GETTING RIGHT BACK To
WHERE WE STARTED FROM

   The hammer blow came in late August 2007, giving the Museum a
month's notice to vacate the Prince of Wales Armouries while struc-
tural repairs were undertaken. Rumours had been circulating for
some time, for it was known that preliminary inspections had turned
up defects in the beams supporting roofs and floors in the old build-
ing - which had opened for business in 1915.

    The Museum's Board was able to negotiate an arrangement with
the City of Edmonton, the Armouries' owner. We were allowed to
keep our artefacts in our basement storage areas, and to retain our
cabinets and office furniture and effects upstairs. Protective plywood
was placed over the larger cabinets on the spot. Everything else was
moved to an enclosure set up for us by the City on the old drill floor,
and area not under renovation as it was not beneath a flat roof.

    A work bee was organized, and over several weeks in September
2007 the move out was accomplished.

    For how long would this be? Estimates ranged from one to two
years. The problem was that the inspection could not proceed, and no

   The Museum office is the first door on the right
on entering the POWA but reverted to a bare room .
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front door hinted of the change within
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 time forecast made, until the building was
stripped down to the joists. It is now looking
good that late this year we will be returning. This
will be welcome, but we have lost considerable
momentum in being closed.. Although the City
allowed us space for a working desk, this did not
permit any continuation, of activity beyond some
basic administrative work. Many inquiries could
not be responded to because our reference mate-
rial was not accessible. Donations were put off if
at all possible, and sometimes simply out of
hand.

    The closure did allow us the opportunity of
completely revamping our displays, and planning
is now underway towards this end. For a year and
a half, though, we were indeed right back to
where we started from @ bare walls, and a lot of
stuff in boxes!

ile of office furniture,
isplay cases in a plw

equipment, and gallery
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2008 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

October 18, 2008

 MINUTES

Attendance List: The attendance list was circulated for members' signatures.

Call to Order: President Brendan Yuill brought the meeting to order at 1442 hrs.

Moment of Silence: We all stood for a moment of silence to remember our comrades.

Previous Year's Minutes: Lem Mundorf read and moved the acceptance of the 2007 AGM minutes/ seconded by
Bob Wall. Carried.

Treasurer's Report: Terry Allison presented the financial report. We use our funds very well. Terry moved the
acceptance of the report/ Maurice White seconded. Carried.

CO's Report: Brendan reported for our CO, who is serving in Sudan at this time. All of our Eddies, in the last
ROTO, have returned from Afghanistan recently. Our troops are very optimistic and in good spirits. Machine gun
and pistol courses are under way. On November 8/08 we will receive a new camp flag as our Colonel In Chief,
Adrienne Clarkson, will be here for a visit. The Christmas Dinner will be held on Sunday Dec 14/08 following a
Church Parade. Meet at the Jefferson Armoury at 0900 for transport. Next ROTO will be in 2009 to Afghanistan.
There are lots of opportunities to serve along with the regular army.

49er Report: David Haas was not able to attend so Brendan read David's report. More material is needed or we
will have to pare back the number of pages in the next 49er.

Oral History Report: Ken Tingley read a report on the progress of the project. He was able to fill in the gaps in our
historical archives. He and his wife started the project in 1996 by interviewing 50 Eddies with an audio cassette
player. He is doing the project to raise the awareness in Albertans of our military heritage.

Museum Report: Prince of Wales Armoury is being reassembled after the renovation. During the next month we
will be putting the museum back together. Terry also mentioned that The City of Edmonton Archives has been
very helpful during the last year.
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Camp Harris Report: There has been an LER Advisory Council formed to make decisions on our behalf
regarding the future of Camp Harris. Brendan Yuill and Tom Reaume represent our association on that council.
There are representatives from all members of our regimental family on the LER Advisory Council. The
Edmonton Community Foundation will hold the principle, upon sale of the land, and the committee will be able
to use the interest made to help with needs of the LER family. Warren Hall would like us to have a special event
out there before the sale.

Kit Shop Report: Our association will run the kit shop out of the Jefferson Armoury. Ron Dmetruk has
volunteered to sell from the kitshop on Wednesday evenings.

Other Business: None

Adjournment: Terry Allison moved to adjourn at 1558 hrs.

Respectfully Submitted

Lem Mundorf, Secretary

For many years it has been the tradition at the
banquet following the Annual General Meeting that
a bottle of fine Scotch is given to the oldest former
member present. In recent years Bill Teleske has
been the lucky recipient.
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2007 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

       THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT ASSOCIATION

                                         October 13, 2007

                                             MINUTES

1.    Attendance sheet was passed around for all to sign.

2.    President Bruce Zawalsky opened the meeting at 1415 hrs in the CpFs and Men's mess at Jefferson Armoury with a
      moment of silence for fallen comrades.

3.    Bruce handed the gavel to our new president, Brendan Yuill. Bruce also thanked all participants in our meetings for
      being faithful attenders. He reminded us that our regiment is one of the oldest and best organized in Canada.

4.    Lem Mundorf moved the acceptance of the 2006 Annual General Meeting minutes as read / seconded by Warren Bard.

      Carried.

5.    L/Col Lee Ahlstrom moved the acceptance of the 2007 agenda / seconded by Bruce Zawalsky. Carried.

Old Business

6.    Our old constitution has been updated and will be ready to vote on in the near future

Reports

7.    Financial Report: Terry Allison reported on the financial statement that he handed out at the meeting. We are
      spending money on the oral history of The Regiment Thanks to Terry for his excellent work as our treasurer. Terry
      moved and Kieth Mundorf seconded the financial statement as handed out. Carried.

8.    Membership Report: Lem Mundorf reported that our membership is around 300. He has been trimming the mailing list
      so make sure your membership and address are up to date for future mailouts.

9.    CO's Report: L/Col Brink reported that we will have 22 soldiers training in Wainwright for Afghanistan in January of
      08. Be ready for our 100th anniversary banquet and weekend on April 4,5 and 6 of 2008. More info to come. There will
      be an event each and every month of 08 to keep the celebrations going. There is a planned project to honour a Loyal
      Eddie, Walter Strang, killed in Holland. Eighteen of our soldiers went to Vimy, France, to bury Pte Petterson last April.
      Our website is almost ready to use. There will be a trip to Dundurn for a visit at the end of April 2008.

 10.   49er Report: David was not present so Terry Allison spoke on the 49er. David is working on an insert for an April
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       edition of the Edmonton Journal telling the history of our regiment.

 11.   Museum Report: Terry mentioned that the museum has been shut down for the next while so the POW Armoury can
       be renovated. Could be closed for 2 years. The Royal Alberta Museum will put on a 49er display in the foyer until
       November 11,2007-The Citadel is putting on the play called "Vimy". We need volunteers to help with our next casino
       to be held March 7 and 8/08. We thanked Terry, Tom Reaume and the other volunteers who commit their time to
       helping out at the museum. More volunteers are needed.

 12.   Pipe Band Report: Pte Jarred Johnston reported on the band. Lots of new members. Cadets can soon be involved. Tax
       deductable donations are welcome.

 13-   Camp Harris Report: Camp Harris is surrounded by development. We had an offer of $2.3 million already. The intent
       is to get the best deal for the regimental family. Some will be invested and some will go to buy another Camp Harris.
       Lee Ahlstrom is also working on the legal side of the eventual land sale.

 14.   BC and Grand Prairie Branch Report: Both are closing. A cheque was sent to us from the Grande Prairie Branch.

 15.   Casino Report: None

New Business
 16.   Passchendaele Parade: RSM Bludd mentioned that there will be a parade on October 28/07 in the new Griesbach

       development to honour two VC winners. There will be a reception after at Jefferson Armoury.

17.   Black Hackle Fundraising: They will have a New Year's Eve Gala in the Sgt's Mess. Tickets are $60.00 each.

18.   Nominating Committee Report: Moved by L/Col Brink that Brendan Yuill be installed as president by
       acclamation .seconded by Bruce Zawalsky. Carried. Moved by L/COL Brink / seconded by Brendan that Tom Reaume
       be nominated as Vice President. Carried. Moved by Brendan Yuil and seconded by Maurice White that the existing
       members along with Brendan Yuill and Tom Reaume be the new executive for the next year. Carried.

Other Business

19.   Gothic Line Plaque: Bill Teleske wanted to know if we could fund the plaque to be put up in a church in Ortona.
      Moved by Terry Allison and seconded by Bill Teleske that we fund the purchase of a plaque to commemorate our
      involvement in the Gothic Line battle. Carried.

20   Date of the next Annual Meeting and Dinner will be October 18, 2008. We will try to continue having them on the
      weekend after the Thanksgiving weekend each year.

21.   Brendan closed the meeting at 1545 hrs

Respectfully Submitted

Lem Mundorf, Secretary
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THE REGIMENTAL MUSEUM
    PRIOR To RE-OPENING

MUSEUM ASSISTS OPERA EVENT
   The regimental museum re-opened in the

spring of 2009. But while the massive effort to get
displays back in the galleries was still working up,
the Museum staged an impressive out display in
support of Edmonton Opera's staging of Doni-
zetti's famed Daughter of the Regiment.

    The support to the cultural community came
about at the behest of regimental veteran Bernie
Robitaille, who operates The Press Gallery, a dry
cleaning enterprise he banners as "The Art of
Clean." Bernie not only keeps the Opera's many
costumes up to presentation standard, he assists the

 A museum work party setting up a display. Left to
 right are museum volunteers Don Miller and Daniel
 Rose, and Ross Shepherd High School volunteers

Evan Gibson and Ethan Stevenson-Coates. Museum
display guide for the evening Bill Teleske is seated.

Opera by sponsoring one production each year. This
year he was delighted to support the staging of a mili-
tary oriented opera. Bernie used his connexions
within the military community to arrange theme sup-
port for the opera's gala opening on February 7. The
Loyal Eddies were happy to oblige, as were the Strath-
cona 's.

    The museum concentrated on placing displays on
each of three floors at the Northern Alberta Jubilee
Auditorium. The Straths assisted us by providing se-
curity at each exhibit, no small consideration given
the value and historical significance of some of the ob-
jects selected for display.

    Other regimental support came from the 49th
 Battalion Pipes & Drums, with Shane Nedohin pip-
ing the ambassador of the French Republic to his seat
immediately prior to the opening of an opera cele-
brating an earlier military era in his country.
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    The Press Gallery produced striking
advertising reflecting the event's theme and

      acknowledging military support

    The museum's keynote
   Major General Griesbach

ceremonial uniform mannequin

Left; The mannequin
displaying Brigadier
Jefferson's Patrol Dress
uniform along with his
medals, accompanied
by musuem volunteers
Maurice White and Bill
Teleske, and two
Strathcona's

  Right: the museum's
      "Highlander", the

      uniform of Private
Frederick Stratton from
Edmonton, along with a

      display of military
              headgear
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      Panzerlied'was the classic song of the German armoured troops of the Second World War, and is still

widely sung today.
      Eddies singing it is a postwar phenomenon. I first heard Panzerlied around 1980, courtesy I believe of

then Master Warrant Officer Chris Atkin at a Remembrance Day get together in a Legion Branch. Soon
afterwards I acquired an LP recording of the Bundeswehr chorus singing it and other German army songs.
Around that time I also heard that singing Panzerlied in the Officers' Mess at C.F.B. Shilo was good for

thirty days extra Orderly Officer.
      I give only the first verse here, since it is the only one commonly heard these days in North America,

and the others can be readily found on the Internet. There is some issue whether the modern German and
Austrian armed forces discourage or even ban singing the second and third verses of this old rouser. If so I
think this is being unduly sensitive - the verses are about on a par with the lyrics of The British Grenadiers,

      This my own translation, intended to reproduce as accurately as possible

the meaning of the original words while not being meant to be singable. The

resulting effect has a poetic ring.
      The original wording of the third last line is "1st unser Sinn" but "/a

unser Sinn " is now more commonly sung.
      Thanks go to Major Michael Hertwig-Jaksch for assistance with my

translation in a couple of spots, and for offering commentary based on his own

time in Austria's Bundesheer.

I'Wlrctpt; St^torm^^isriows

Ity'Sraftysun'^sliines^ci'.tp:'^

jf'^^'-T^^ay^uiOTmg^iTiot2".^-'

I'j3 ;!:Or^CQja@^e^H^gl^C^.@'
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|; I ^QIwi 'jio^ldsj^r^irity''':

f. h.c:: %.:@y:yNi.es:' eorspBTtA-. :@:@ -r;. @^'
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      Panzerlied'was written in 1933 by Kurt Wiehle, then an Oberleiitnant in the

German Panzenvaffe. The song became well known in North America after its

dramatic foot stamping rendition in the 1965 film The Battle Of The Bulge.

The musical score and lyrics above are taken from a Second World War book of German

military music. The song is in shown in the key of G, which is personally singable for me,

and includes chording for guitar which I located and modified as it works with the tune.
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EDMONTON PUBLISHER OFFERS
 MILITARY ORIENTED READING

    Edmonton's Ne West Press was established over thirty years ago to make a
crack in the central Canada domination of book publishing. It is still going
strong as a non-profit concern dedicated to providing a wide variety of
literature by western authors. Military matters have not been a Ne West focus,
but as these two titles show, they are not excluded.

    Aldershot 1945 is a murder mystery set against a famous incident in
Canadian military history, indeed in a sense a repeat performance. After both
the First and Second World Wars the volunteer soldiers of Canada's wartime
active service force in Britain rioted to get the point across to the Canadian
government that they wanted to get home and back to civvy street - fast!

    In 1945 after the victory over Hitler, Canadian soldiers stream out of their
crumbling barracks over two nights and trash the old garrison town of
Aldershot, England. On one night, Lt. Col. Wellesley is shot in the head. Is it
coincidence or some darker conspiracy7 Outraged at the chaos created by the
rioting Canadians, Churchill sends in Scotland Yard to uncover the truth. A
charming high-roller who dabbled in the black market, women and possibly
murder, Wellesley was anything but innocent. But who did he cross?

    North America was the great arsenal of democracy in the Second World
War. Here the tools of combat could be fashioned safe from the attentions of

Luft\vaffe bombers. But... getting the war products over to beleaguered

Britain could be both difficult and dangerous. When the Royal Air Force
expressed skepticism about flying badly needed new bomber aircraft across "the

pond", Churchill had the Canadian magnate Lord Beaverbrook take on the

assignment. "The Beaver" set up Ferry Command and got the job done with

hastily assembled flight crews of experienced flyers.
    Veteran Canadian bush pilot Don "Smokey" Patrywas one of the pilots

who got the new airplanes from the factory to the operational squadrons. This

is only one part of his story, as told by HJ. Smith in this Ne West bestseller, but

the "front end" oriented readership of an infantry regiment are often

interested in learning details of the behind the lines effort that backs them up.
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HHaire Belloc, 1870 - 1953, was a prominent
and English mother, as a young man he sen
military matters.

IT*I @-n i  Ellaifprip I  iLJi-ne-iJiJL ^'x^i^i

ritish writer prior to the Second World War. The son of a French father

' voluntarily in the French Army. In later life he retained an interest in

The poem, given be/on- as sometimes printed, is actually an extract from Be/he's 1898 book length satirical narrative

poem, The Modern Traveller, at a point where three British tourists have engaged locals as porters and other servants,

followed pompous advice from another local as to how to handle them, then face an uproar. It is hard to say how much

of the racist language throughout the work was satire, and how much was Felloe merely reflecting attitudes common at

the time. The accompanying illustrations are stereotypical m racial depictions and without Question derogatory.

The final tn-o lines are of fen quoted. The}
days - the machine gun was fundamental
world. In a later era, air power became the
command of the air.

v pinpoint the technological advantage enjoyed by European powers in those

 in establishing and maintaining political dominance over large parts of the

@ magic wand, which it still is in conflicts where one side enjoys unchallenged

The Maxim Gun was the forerunner of the Vickers Machine Gun,
First World War through to Korea.

vhich saw service in the Canadian army from f/ie
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Here are the answers to the Canadian military
oriented crossword which appeared in Issue
107. The clues are included so readers do not
have to guess!

D 2006 On Beyond Zebra
 cgzebra@wowway.com

CROSSWORD SOLUTION

MOSTLY MAPLE LEAF

Across

I. There was one at Valcartier

5. Their founder was a Loyalist

II. They wait and shoot

17. Edmonton's leading soldier

19. Gov't force blunder, 1885

21. Purported Roswell creature

22. The "odiferous" Lee Enfield (abbr.)

23. Repository of truth, duty, and valour

24. Bird sound

25. Basic rank for seaman

27. Island (Sp.)

28. Epic street fight

30. Near Camp Borden

31. Parliamentary law

33. Derogatory remark

35. First month (Sp.)

37. Bad place to be hauled

38. Riel was convicted of this (Fr.)

41. With 111 Down, famed battle

43. Brewery

45. Ireland

46. Commander responsible for 19 across

48. Ambulances head there (abbr.)

49. Various (abbr.)

50. Use for a bar

51. Showing sound judgment

54. With 97 down, bugle call at military funeral

56. Large caliber machine gun (abbr.)

59. Britain's gunners (abbr.)
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60. Frequent peacekeeping organization

61. Common Market successor (abbr.)

62. 365 days (abbr.)

63. Found in a Belgian internet address

65. Surgeons work there (abbr.)

66. Military commands

69. 49th Battalion VC

72. A mil is a unit of angular _____

75. Emotionally distraught

78. Great Escape massacre site

79. Leg wrappings

81. Objective in Air Force motto

83. Int. and MP org.

85. Troops do it and ride on one

86. Element

87. A Fortyniner

89. Little bit

90. Big gun

92. Former NHL division

95. Medical station (abbr.)

98. Calisthenics class (abbr.)

99. Lundy's became famous

100. It signifies consent to an offer (leg.)

102. Body of troops

104. Spooks (abbr.)

105. Operations (abbr.)

106. Big Jim

107. One who rents

109. Boarding or deboardiug device

111. Vertical Situation Indicator (abbr.)

112. El cheapo machine gun

114. Needed for untracked vehicle mobility

116.Soon

118. Feeding place

122. Anti tank weapon

123. Below officer (abbr.)

124. Irish female name

126. They are negatively charged

128. Began as a paramilitary force

130. Early anti tank weapon

132. Various ones tried in Italy

134. First seen at Trinity site, N.M.

136. Mascot on a badge

137. Means of moving (abbr.)

138. Tennis star Chris

139. His poem became the national antliem

Down

1. Top spot in army (abbr.)

2. Take up a weapon

3. Not civil

4. Some are hasty

5. Canadian tank which did not see combat

6. The paymaster handles these

7. One state that borders Quebec (abbr.)

8. Sonar basis

9. Town after intense bombardment

10. This general matched his name

11. Tin (abbr.)

12. Sea-going spooks'? (abbr.)

13. Poem by Kipling

14. VC who became Defence Minister

15. One end to a siege

16. Scouted for Kiel's forces

1@. Shells and generals

20. Potato peeling duty (US)

24. Manitoba time zone (abbr.)

26. Just behind the ban-el

29. Uses Venturi (abbr.)

30. Sonic sounds

31. Weapon against tank (abbr.)

32. Canada's top WW11 general

34. Seen on the dollar

36. Wee horn's (var.)

39. Informal hello

40. One who continues a conflict after surrender

41. Tears a strip off

42. Seen on cars in Ireland

44. Repository for troubles?

47. Knotted apparel

50. On time

52. Follow as a result

53. Make a mistake

55. Weaponry

57. High angle weapon (abbr.)

58. Called "bombs" in WWI

64, Environmental Studies Association of Canada
(abbr.)

67. New type of clerk

68. Whole

70. Summertime in Borden (abbr.)

71. High state of anticipation

73. Ardent

74. Basic block in the military

76. Gen. Brock and namesakes

77. Cavalry equipment

80. Bad area for battle

82. Did again

84. Engineers

88. US decoration (abbr.)

91. How Wolfe died

93. Upbeat person

94. Radio handler (abbr.)

96. Association for Canadian Studies (abbr.)

97. With 54 across, bugle call at a military funeral

99. Comes after Kilo

101. Rigby or Roosevelt

103. Hand out again

105. Gen. Bradley

108. Join up

110. Decide on plan

111. Famed battle, with 41 across

113. Old Scottish title

115. Radio signals found in it?

117. How one of Santa's lists is headed

119. Emergency Response (abbr.)

120. What a good goalie does

121. One who conducts liaison

125. Original equipment manufacturer (abbr.)

127. Compass heading

128. Rocket launcher (abbr.)

129. High ranking military exec. asst.

130. Royal Roads was located mere

131. All right

133. Medicine delivery system

135. Potassium iodide (abbr.)
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SCHOOL REMEMBRANCE
BY ANNA MATHESON

  Anna Matheson with her grandfather,
former Second World War fighter pilot and
 prisoner of war, the late Doug Matheson

       .    ._ ,       . , ,        ,, ,                  In the gym John Ried plays a lament on the bagpipes
       Anna Matheson with her grandfather,           , ., ,    _,      ,         ^,     , u      @ ^,,    former Second World War fighter pilot and       whllehe and our other guests' Doctor the Honourable Thelma

     prisoner of war, the late Doug Matheson        Chalifoux, her great-granddaughter Orleane Deschamps, and
                                                         Second World War veteran Maurice White make their way up to
                                                         the front. We stand for the singing of "0 Canada", a moment of

silence, and the Last Post. Mr. White reads a poem called "I Thought I Heard A Drum- This Night", and students Jenna
Buguski and Sammy Jo Johnson read "In Flanders Fields" by Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae.

      Special guest retired Senator Thelma Chalifoux steps up to the microphone and tells us how lucky we are. She says that
we are lucky that there is no war in our country, that we are not scared every time we turn a corner. We are so fortunate that
we all have equal rights and we aren't afraid of

loved ones. We take the time to think about all       The official party at the 2008 Remembrance Ceremony at
the young men and women who never came                   Westmount Junior High School

home and all those "crosses, row on row."
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LAST POST

So he passed over,

and the Trumpets

 sounded/or him

 on the other side

The Pilgrim's Progress
    John Bunyon

19th Alberta Dragoons Trumpeters

    ROBERT WILLIAM "JACK"

                 BOWER
         7 May 1919-16 January 2006

Born in England, he immigrated to Canada in
1927. Served with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
overseas during the Second World War.

      EDWARD ARTHUR "ART"

                 BROWN
        11 November 2008, aged 86 years

Born on a farm near Lac la Biche Alberta he
joined The Loyal Edmonton Regimentupon the
declaration of war. He served in Canada, England,
and France and was discharged in 1947.

       MARSHALL BAYDALA
      2 February 1922 - 11 February 2009

A member of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
overseas during the Second World War.

   WILLIAM RODERICK "ROD"

               CAMPELL
       26 November 2006, aged 86 years

Served in The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
throughout the Second World War including It-
aly, and was Mentioned In Despatches.

We Will Remember Them
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           ROBERT W. "BOB"

              CHAPMAN Sr
        7 April 1917 - 27 December 2006

Born at Medicine Hat, Alberta he enlisted in the
2nd Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
during the Second World War but was discharged
for medical reasons after attaining the rank of Act-
ing Sergeant. He served as Honourary Lieutenant
Colonel of the regiment from 1988 to 1991 then
as Honourary Colonel to 1998. One of his last ser-
vices to the regiment involved giving a prominent
historian his personal perspective on Major Gen-
eral Griesbach, whom he had known and greatly
admired.

           HARRY ELSDON
       1 December 1913 - 17 January 2006

Born in England he emigrated to Canada in 192c
He served with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
throughout the Second World War.

            AUSTIN FR8TH
            28 February 1919-2007

Born in Wakaw, Saskatchewan he served with The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment'in Italy during 1943
and 1944.

KENNETH GORDON COUPLAND
      8 December 1920 - 11 January 2008

He served overseas with The Loyal Edmonton.
Regimen [during the Second World War.

   GEORGE ERNEST GIDDINGS
        30 December 2007, aged 92 years

Came to Canada in 1926 with his family to farm
in the Rosalind area. George joined The Loyal Ed-
monton Regiment m 1939.

       LESLIE "LES" DUNCAN
                 25 June 2007

Died at Penticton, British Columbia. He served
overseas with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment dur-
ing the Second World War. He subsequently do-
nated a pistol to the regimental museum which a
German officer had aimed at him and pulled the
trigger. Fortunately it turned out the weapon
lacked a firing pin.

       HENRY GIESBRECHT
                24 May 2009

Died in Calgary, Alberta- He served overseas wit
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment during the Sec-
ond World War.

             JACK GORUK
      17 January 1925 - 30 December 2007

Born in Taber, Alberta he served with The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment during the Second World
War, and was wounded in Italy.
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          THOMAS GRAHAM
        6 January 1920 - 26 February 2007

Lived his whole life in Cassidy, British Columbia
except for serving overseas in the Second World
War with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

    ALON MUELLER JOHNSON
         5 April 1920-21 August 2008

Born in Omak, Washington he moved to Brooks,
Alberta. He joined the army in 1941 and served
with The Loyal Edmonton Regimentin Italy,
France, Holland, and Germany.

       JOHN "JACK" HARRIS
         24 June 1920 - 3 October 2006

Born in Edmonton, Alberta he joined the 1st Bat-
talion, The Edmonton Fusiliers in 1940, then was
commissioned and served with The Loyal Edition-
tail Regimentin Italy and Northwest Europe, be-
ing awarded the Military Cross.

            OLAF JORHEIM
       24 March 1918 - 22 September 2006

Born in Norway and immigrated to Canada in
1919. Enlisted in The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
in 1940 and served overseas during the Second
World War.

      ARTHUR WARBURTON

               HOLROYD
       18 January 1925 - 13 February 2006

Born in Pincher Creek, Alberta he served with
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment during the Sec-
ond World War in the United Kingdom, Italy,
and Northwest Europe.

     JOHN ALTHAM JACKSON
           22 July 1919- 13 June 2009

A military musician whose regular service in-
cluded the prewar Permanent Force and the Ac-
tive Army overseas during the Second World War,
then concluded with the postwar Royal Canadian
Air Force. Upon retiring from the regular force he
joined The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

           PETER D, KRELL
        2 May 1923 - 13 September 2009

Served with The Loyal'Edmonton Regiment over-
seas during the Second World War, including in
Italy and Northwest Europe.

     ROBERT WILLIAM LODGE
               1922-21 July 2008

Born in Mulvilhill, Manitoba he was a member of
the Officer Training Course at the start of the war
and after two years went overseas and saw combat
in Italy and Holland with The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment

We Will Remember Them
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  JAMES DONALD MATHESON
         15 September - 20 April 2008

Enlisted in The Loyal Edmonton Regiment on
the first day of the Second World War and
served throughout the conflict. He was wounded
in the invasion of Normandy while a tank com-
mander in the 21st Canadian Armoured Regi-
ment, but returned to action and took part in
the drive to the Rhine.

   FRANCIS HENRY "FRANK"

             MCDOUGALL
       16 November 2007, aged 94 years

Born in Weyburn, Saskatchewan he served with
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment overseas during
the Second World War, receiving the Distin-
guished Service Order. On return to Canada he
served in the Militia and became Commanding
Officer of the South Saskatchewan Regiment.

     ERNEST MORGAN KEITH

             MACGREGOR
        19 April 1919-12 October 2008

From Calgary, Alberta he joined The Loyal Ed-
monton Regimentafter officer training in 1942.
He fought in Italy and was awarded the Military
Cross. He was wounded in Holland just before
the end of the war. He remained in the regular
army after the war in Princess Patricia's Cana-
dian Light Infantry and rose to the rank of
Brigadier General. After retirement he remained
active in the B.C. Branch of The Loyal Edmon-
ton Regiment Association and worked for the
Last Post Fund.

       KENNETH D.F. MCKENZIE
             8April 1923 - 2 January 2006

Born in Portage la Prairie, Manitoba he served initially
with the Royal Canadian Engineers from 1941 then
went overseas and served with The Loyal Edmonton
Regimentin 1944 and 1945. Subsequently he served in
the Royal Canadian Na\y until 1973.

   CHARLES "ROY" LEROY MILES
           24 April 1923 - 10 August 2006

Born in Provost Alberta he joined The Loyal Edmon-
ton Regiment and served overseas until the end of the
Second World War.

        GEORGE PHILIP MILLER
                16 November 2007

He was from Gande Prairie, Alberta and joined The
Loyal Edmonton Regimentin 1941, serving in Eng-
land, Italy and Northwest Europe. He was discharged in
1945.

    SAMUEL WYLIE "SAM" MOORE
            27 March 1946 - 19 April 2009

Born in Inverness, Scotland he joined the regular army
in 1966 and served in the Logistics field until retiring
in 1996, whereupon he served with The Loyal Edmon-
ton Regiment as Deputy Commanding Officer.

We Will Remember Them
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    NESL ALEXANDER MORRIS
        15 May 1917-20 December 2008

Born in Vancouver, British Columbia he joined
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment militia unit prior
to the Second World War, During the war he
served in the United Kingdom and Europe.

   ROY WILLIAM "BILL" SHORT
       Died 28 August 2008, aged 83 years

He served with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
before joining the Royal Canadian ./Van7 and serv-
ing in the Battle of the Atlantic. After the war he
served briefly in the Royal Canadian Air Force.

 DOUGLAS MORRISON ROGERS
            18 June 1924 - 4 April 2008

Born on a ranch in the Cypress Hills, Alberta he
joined the Canadian Army in March 1941 and
served as a sergeant with the 15th Artillery Regi-
ment va. France, Belgium, Holland and Germany,
then volunteered for the Pacific Force. After the
war he served as a officer for fifteen years in the
Regular Army with The Loyal Edmonton Regi-
ment and the Queen's Own Rifles. He was the last
president of the British Columbia Branch of the
49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
Association.

    PATRICK DAVID TOUROND
       25 November 1923 - 30 April 2006

Born in Pincher Creek, Alberta he enlisted with
the Calgary Highlandersin 1939, and served with
The Loyal Edmonton Regimentin Italy, where he
was wounded at Pescara in 1944.

      ROBERT "BOB" WILSON
                30 April 2007

Born in Bliss, Alberta he served overseas with The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment during the Second
World War.

    PHILIP WILLIAM SCHWAB
       2 March 1918-19 November 2005

Born in Saskatchewan he served in The Loyal Ed-
monton Regiment throughout the Second World
War.

    WALTER VINCENT "VINCE"

              WESTACOTT
          1 October 1923 - 8 July 2007

Born in Jamestown, North Dakota he moved to
Edmonton to live with relatives. In 1940 he joined
the army and landed in Normandy. After the war
he was commissioned and served with The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment in the Militia and also
worked with the Royal Canadian Army Cadets.
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         MARK WOLFLEG Sr
       4 February 1919 - 22 January 2009

Born on the Blood Reserve in Southern Alberta.
He was the last surviving Siksika Nation veteran of
the Second World War, in which he served with
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment overseas includ-
ing at Ortona.

             ALEX WURBAN
       2 December 1928-17 February 2008

Born in Calmar, Alberta he joined The Loyal Ed-
monton Regiment militia unit, then joined the
Regular Army and transferred to the Royal Cana-
dian Navy in which he served until retiring in
1978 with the rank of Chief Petty Officer.

             JACK YOUNG
       23 December 1921 @ 16 March 2006

Born in Swalwell, Alberta he joined The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment'in 1942 and served until
1945.

           JOSEPH ZAHAR
     16 December 1921 - 23 December 2008

He was born in Boian, Alberta and during the Sec-
ond World War served with The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment.

      Never again call "Comrade"
To the men who were comrades for years

            The Old Country Doctor
      David Grayson "Ray Stannard Baker"
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THE REGIMENTAL POET
                                             Anonym-oils

This poem invokes the powerful imagery of an aged veteran who sees a column of troops marching past, recognizes that
[hey are fallen comrades, then finally wonders how long it will be before he again marches with them. The poem was
distributed along with a newsletter of the First Special Sendee Force Association. It was submitted by regimental veteran
Maurice White, who also served with the 1st S.S.F. The poem seems to have a flavour of the U.S. Civil war, but efforts
to learn who wrote it have been unavailing. Any information would be welcome.

                I Thought I Heard A Drum This Night

I thought I heard a drum this night
While all the house was still;
And saw myself beside a road
That climbed a shattered hill.

I thought I heard a snatch of song,
A tired laugh or two;
Then marching slowly up that road
Came lads that once I knew.

Their sodden boots were caked with mud,
Their packs were wet with rain;
And some men marched as if asleep
And some as if in pain.

I saw again the brave ones,
The craven ones; the bold;
The merry ones, the bitter ones,
The boys too soon grown old.

Me heart leapt out to greet them,
Comrades of other years;
And memories swirled around me
And my eyes were blind with tears.

And as that ghostly column passed
I called each man by name;
But no one turned to greet me
Of the marchers on that lane.

Helpless I watched them disappear
Into the dusk and the rain;
The sounds of marching men grew faint
And I was alone again.

Then of a sudden the darkness raised
And I saw them cresting the slope;
The sun burst on them warm and bright
And my heart was filled with hope.

Beyond that hill I knew they'd find,
An end to fear and pain;
And quiet rest, and peace at last
And time for love again.

The scene grows dim and slowly fades;
The house is just as still;
But yet my thoughts are with those lads
Who marched that road and hill.

I know that these were ghosts I saw
From miles and years away.
Shall I be marching by their side
When next that drum will play?
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